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Abstract: An efficient algorithm
been d'veloped for solving the
depth-separated wijve equation in g ral Rauid/solid horisontally stratified
media. The aigorithn. has been built to a general-puipose package of computer codes called SAFARI. The p
onsists of three modules providing plane weve reflection coefficients,pw~ransmuission losse", and broadband
pulse response. This document 4rso~describes the mathematical model for
seismo-acoustic propagation in stratified media. Then the numerical solution technique is outlimed followed by a description of the three different
SAFARI modules and their implementation. m.A,ý¶e actual use of the
differene' modules is described, including a detailed discussion oL the numerical considerations that are crucial for successful use of this type of numerical
model. SAFARI is applicable to a wide range of problems in many disciplines, from seismology to ultrasonics. Here its use is illustrated by a sý-aies
of examples from underwater acoustics.2
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Introduction

1. Introduction

*

The seismo-acoustic Pnvironments ercountered in nature are in general very complex. Sound velocity in the ocean varies with both range and depth due to changes
in temperature, salinity and deasity, induced by solar heating, gravity, currents and
eddies. The water depth can vary significantly, in particular near the shore and at
the continental rise. In addition, the bottom will often be characterized by irregular stratification. and anisotropy. Since the seismo-acoustic propagation is highly
dependent on the material properties, an exact computer modelling would require
exact knowledge of the environmental properties to the smallest detail, which is
of course prohibitive. Some kind of approximation therefore has to be applied in
order to obtain a physical model of the environment for which the wave equation
can be solved numerically. Solution techniques such as the finite-difference technique [1] and the finite-element method [2] require only a few approximations of the
environment. These techniques are therefore the most general, but the computational reqnirements are extensive, in reality prohibiting their application to large
scale propagation modelling. None of the more efficient techniques are applicable
to the general problem since they are based on : -ilic assumptioii conctning the
environment. The parabolic equation technique 1J] can treat propagation in a rangedependent environment, but the shear properties of the ocean bottom are ignored
and the results are only accurate for moderate grazing ang'es. One class of solution
techniques requires the environment to be described by a physical model for which
the wave equation is separable. This class includes the normal mode (4] technique,
which, however, in most implementations ignores shear and is limited to propagation
at grazing angles less than critical (by means of mode coupling, the normal mode
technique may be applied to non-seperable problems as well [5]). Another solution
technique requiiing the wave equation to be separable is the Fast Field (FFP) or
full wavefleld technique applied in SAFARI. This technique yields - at least in principle - an exact solution to the wave equation in a horizontally stratified fluid/solid
env!ronment.
The principle of wave equation separation for horizontally stratified media was introduced in underwater acoustics by Pekeris [6], who treat-d t".! problem of acoustic
propagation in plane layered waveguides using simple two- and three-layered environmental models. Later, Jardetsky [7] and Ewing, Jardetzky and Press [81 used the
same technique to investigate seismic propagation in few-layered waveguides. The
technique was to apply a series of integral transforms to the Helmholtz wave equation to reduce the original four-dimensional partial differential equatioA (3 space
dimensions and 1 of time) to a series of ordinary differential equations in the depth
coordinate. These differential equations were then solved analytically within each
layer in terms of unknown amplitudes which were determined by matching of the

*
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boundary conditions at the interfaces. The displacement and stress quantities were
finally determined by evaluation of the inverse integral transforms.
For the few-layered cases originally presented, the linear system of equations in
the unknown wavefleld amplitudes, expressing the boundary conditions, can easily
be solved analytically. For more complicated environmental models, however, this
procedure is inconvenient and has to be replaced by a numerical technique.
Traditionally, computation of the depth dcpendence of the field has been performed by means of propagator matrix methods as introduced by Thomson [9] and
Haskell [10]. The propagator matrix approach has the computational advantage that
it only requires a small amount of computer memory due to its recursive nature.
However, it was realized quite early that special numerical treatment is required in
order to ensure numerical stability, and several modified propagator matrix smhemes
have been proposed. In general, however, these have resulted in much more time
consuming codes. Further, the propagator technique is not well suited to problems
where the field fis to be determined at more than a single receiver depth. A review
of the propagator approaches is given by Kenneth [111 who himself introduced the eflegant invariant embedding formulation (12] which has the interpretational advantage
that arrivals resulting from reflections from a single interface can be isolated.
The propagator matrix approach has formed the basis of several application coder in
both underwater acoustics [131 and seismnoLogy [14]. The so-called Fast Field program
developed by DiNapoli [15] applies a very elegant recursive technique to determine
the depth-dependent solution for many horisontal wavenumbers simultaneously, and
is therefore extremely efficient. In contrast to the other techniques, however, the
depth-dependent solution is approximate, and the technique is only applicable to a
limited class of fluid problems.
In SAFARI a direct, global matrix approach is taken to determine the depth dependence of the field solution, known as the depth-dependent Green's function.
The SAFARI technique is in fact a general numerical implementation of the original
solution technique of Ewing et al. [8), but implemented using efficient numerical
technioues adopted from modern finite-element programs.
In what might be termed a direct global matrix or 'finite wave element' approach,
the wavefleld in each layer is considered as a superpositior. of the field produced. by
an arbitrary number of sources ,rod an unknowr field satisfying homogeneous wave
equations. These unknown fields are then determined from the boundary conditions to be satisfied simultaneously at all interfacea. The local boundary coumditions
at each interface lead to a linear system of equations in the Hankel transforms of
the potentials in the adjacent layers. These local systems of equations are then
straightforwardly assembled in a global system of equations expressing the boundary conditions at all interfaces simultaneously. The resulting global coefficient matrix is organised to be block-bidiagonal and diagonally dominant in close analogy

-2-
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to the global stiffness matrix arising in the finite-element method. Uuconditionally numerically-stable molutions are determined efficiently by gaussian elimination,
yielding the field in all layers simultaneously.
Despite the analytical equivalence of the propagator and global matrix solutions for

the depth-dependent Green's function, there are a number of important advantages
of the latter technique for application to general wave propagation problems in
underwater acoustics and seismology as well as in ultrasonics:
e The field produced by multiple sources, e.g. in phased arrays, is easily determined sinct the fields produced by the individual sources within a layer are
simply superimposed, and no dummy interfaces are required at the source
depths.
a The field can be determined at any number of receiver depths in a single solution pass, since the wavefleld potentials are found in all layers simultaneously.
* In contrast to the situation for techniques based on propagator matrices,
mixed problems with fluid, solid and vacur-m layers are readily treated in an
efficient manner, as the global system of equations is set up to involve only
non-vanishing potential functions.
* Time consuming stability assurance problems do not arise, because they are
removed automatically by choosing an appropriate coordinate system within
each layer together with a specific organization of the global system of equations.
* The solution is unconditionally numerically-stable for any number of layers.
* Due to the global nature, many operationc can be vectorised, making the
code efficient on modern array and vector processors, in particular in cases
with many layers.
These properties make the global matrix approach well suited for implementation
in a general applications program like SAFARI, rendering it applicable to a large
range of seismo-acoustic propagation problems in underwater acoustics, seismology
and ultrasonics.
Although the solution for the depth-dependence of the field is exact to within machine accuracy, it is a common characteristic of all numerical models of the full
wavefield type that they are not easy to use. They are what might be termed 'scientific' numerical models which require the user to possess a significant knowledge
of the physics involved in wave propagatvon phenomena in stratified waveguides and
at the same time be confident with numerical analysis. This is due to the fact that
the evaluation of tlhe inverse intebral transforms has to be made numerically, which
requires both truncation and discretisation of the integration interval, both of which
introduce errors and numerical artifacts which have to be reduced to insignificance.
There are no general rules to follow, because the necessary sampling depends on the

-3-
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characteristics of the actual problem. This is particularly true in cases where only
selected parts of the solution are of interest. The numer--cal integration therefore
cannot be fully automated, but has to be controlled by the user.
The present docitnent is not intended for teaching waveguide propagation and numerical analysis to the new SAFARI user. Those topics are treated in many different
textbooks. Thus the intention is solely to present a self-contained user's guide which
should introduce the new user to the SAFARI model and at the same time act as a
reference manual for the experienced user.
In order to describe the basic assumptions underlying the SAFARI codes, the mathematical model for wave propagation in stratified media is first outlined. Secondly,
the numerical implementation of the mathematical model is discussed in detail, presenting first the global matrix solution technique particular to SAFARI and then the
different numerical integration schemes available for evaluating the total field. In
the third part, the implementation of the three basic SAFARI modules is discussed
in general terms; the precise pr, -edure of course depends on the actual installation.
Finally, the last and most imp,,ftant part treats the process of running the codes,
including preparation of input files and the necessary numerical considerations concerning the numerical integrations in particular. The actual use is illustrated by
a series of characteristic numerical examples from underwater acoustics. Applicstions of SAFARI to other problems, both from seismology and ultrasonics, are given

in [16-27].
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2. The environmental model
The mathematical description of the seismo-acoustic propagation used in SAFARI
r-jure the environment to be represented as a horisontally stratified medium as
illustrated in Fig. 1. All interfaces are plane and parallel, snd the layer properties
mr ranpe-independent. The layers, including the upper and lower halfspaces, may
be either viscoelastic solids or fluids, or they may be empty space, i.e. vacuum.

1: Upper
halteap~cc
Interface I

,Layer 2

Interface 2

m
Interface m

~

-"

Layer m+1
Interfaca N-I

ILayer

-

N; lower

balhmpace

''Z

FIg. 1. Ilorisontaly stratified environment.

The solid layers are required to be homogeneous and isotropic with Lam6 constants
A and p and density p. The corresponding compressional wave speed is
Cc =

'

+A2A)IP,

(1)

and the Ahear speed is

c.

-

(2)

In order for the solid medium to have positive compressibility, it is required that the
bulk modulus, K = A + jp, be positive. A physically realistic mnaterial therefore

C,< Vr--- cc.
-- 5--

(3)
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In the fluid layers the density p must be constant, whereas the nonvanishing Lami
constant A is allowed to vary with depth according to the linear law:
= Gz + b

(4)

which corresponds to the following depth dependence for the sound speed. Eq. (1),
C'(z) =

1/-/(p(az + b)).

The special caie of a homogeneous fluid medium corresponds to a = 0.

-6-
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3. The mathematical model
Only two-dimensional propagation problems can be treated by the standard SAFARI
package, although a special three-dimensional version has been developed [28]. Thus
the uewsmo-acoustic field has to be either plane or axisymmetric, restriiting the
sources to be either line sources perpendicular to the plane of propagation or omnidirectional point sources placed on a cornmen vertical axis. In underwater acoustics
the last type is the most common, and therefore we here describe the mathematical
model for the axisymmetric case. The corresponding model for the plane case is
described in [21].
The full wavefield solution tecluique is based on the fact that for a horizontally
stratified environment, it is possible to obtain exact integral representations for the
field within each layer in terms of a set of unknown coefficients. These coefficients
are found by matching the boundary conditions simultaneuosly at all interfaces, andi
the total field is determined by evaluation of the integral representations. In thLs
section the basic principle of the solution of the wave equation by depth-separation
is first described. Then the resulting field representations will be given for both fluid
and solid media, and finally the pertinent boundary conditions are discussed. The
actual numerical implementation is discussed in Sect. 4.

3.1. THE DEPTH-SEPARATED WAVE EQUATION

A cylindrical coordinate system 1r, 0, z} is introduced, Fig. 1, with the z-axis passIng through the sources, making the field independent of azimuthal angle 0. For
the isotropic media considered here, the seismo-acoustic wavefdeld can then be expressed in terms of scalar wavefield potentials 12(r, z, t), which satisfy the linear wave
equation
V
1
92 \
V c(r-z)2
*(tZt) Z = F(r, Z,t).
(6)

Here c(r,,z) is a wave speed and F.(r,z,t) a forcing term which in the present case
is due to the seismo-acoustic sources. We now utilize the Fourier transform pair
A(w) = 1

F(t) =]

0 F(t)e-'' dt,
f(w)eit dw.

-7--
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By applying the forward transform, Eq. (7), to the wave equation, Eq. (6), the
frequency domain wave equation is obtained:

(V2 + kl(r, z)) *(r, z,w) = f,(r, z,w),

(9)

where w is the angular frequency and k,(r, z) is the medium wavenumber,
k.(r, Z) = W/c(r, z).

(10)

Since the environment is range independent and the sources are confined to the
vertical axis, Eq. (9) can be rewritten as
*'(r, z, w) = f.(z,) 6 (r)
(V2 + k (z)) M
2wr

(11)

In the following the w dependence will be generally suppressed.
Next, we employ the Hankel transform pair

g(k) = j

G(r)Jo(kr)rdr,

(12)

G(r) = j

g(k)Jo(kr)kdk,

(13)

where k is the horizontal wavenumber, and apply the forward transform, Eq. (12),
to Eq. (11), obtaining the depth-separated wave equation

(

'

-

(k2 - k2,(z))) 9(k,z) = "Z)

(14)

i.e. an ordinary differential equation in depth. The solution is the sum of a particular
solution 9(k, z) to Eq. (14) and any linear combination of the two independent
solutions 9-(k, z) and 9+(k, z) to the homogeneous equation
d-

-

(k2

-

k2(.))) @(k,Z) = 0.

(15)

The total .Jlution for the depth dependence of the field, the so-called depth-dependent Green's function, is therefore
'P(k,z) = 1(k, z) + A-(k)9-(k, z) + A+(k)t+(k, z),

(16)

where A-(k) and A+(k) are arbitrary coefficients to be determined from the boundary conditions. The particular solution to Eq. (14) is most conveniently chosen to
be the field produced by the sources in the absence of boundaries.

-8
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When the unknown coefficients are found, the total field at the angular frequency w
is found at any range r by carrying out the inverse Hankel transform, Eq. (13). S~milarly, the time response iA determined by evaluating the inverse Fourier transform,

Eq. (8).
The basic property of the full wavefieid solution technique is to restrict the depth
dependence of k2 (z) to cases where Eqs. (14) and (15) can be solved analytically,
limiting the numerical effort to determining the unknown coefficients A-(k) and
A+(k) from the boundary conditions and to evaluating the inverse integral transforms.

In the following, the analytical field representations will be given for the media
included in the SAFARI model, followed by 9, discussion of the boundary conditions
to be satisfied at the interfaces.

3.2. HOMOGENEOUS FLUID MEDIUM

For an ideal fluid, the equation of motion for angular frequency w is easily shown
to be satisfied if the displacements are expressed in terms of a scalar displacement
potential as

"=

(17)

W =(18)
where u and w are the radial and vertical components, respectively, and the potential
"(r,
z) satisfies the wave equation, Eq. (9). The depth dependence of the fieid is
therefore of the form given by Eq. (!6).
In the case of a homogeneous fluid layer, the medium waveaumber is
k,,,(Z) -- i,

(19)

i.e. the compressional velocity c, is constant not only hi range but also in depth, and
the homogeneous soiutions obtained from Eq. (15) are simply exponential functions,
4 (k, z)= e"',
- (k,z)= e-**,
where

Fk
-h".
W

O'k) =

--9--

(20)
(21)

(22)
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If no sources are present in the layer, the total field then follows directly from Eq. (i3)
as)
=
[A-e-A + A+e'] Jo(kr)kdk.
(23)

j

In physical terms, Eq. (23) is a decomposition of the total wavefield in upgoing (eCO)
and downgoing (e-a) conical waves with horizontal .vavenumberk.
The boundary conditions for fluid layers , discussed in Sect. 3.5, involve the vertical
displacement w and the normal stress a., (equivalent to negative pressure in a fluid
medium). The vertical displacement follows from Eq. (18),
faA-e-C"

w(r,z) = 1

+ aA+ea*z] Jo(kr)kdk,

(24)

whereas the normal stress follow from Hooke's law,
2
vxz(r, z)= AV 2 I(r,.• = -pw14(r,z) = -pw

f

[A-e-a* + A+ecz] Jo(kr)kdk.
(25)

If a source ij present in the layer, the particular solution to Eq. (14) has to added.
In the case of an omnidirectional point source, the term f.(z,w) in Eq. (11) takes
the form
(26)
f.(z,w) = -Sj6(z - z.),
where S,,, is the source strength and z. is the source depth. It can be shown [30],
that in this case the particular solution to Eq. (14) is
(27)

1I

§(k,z) = Sle-•-

and the corresponding source contribution to the total field again follows from
Eq. (13),

t(r,z) = •'

e

J(k

)k dk.

(28)

If more sources are present in the layer their contributions are simply superimposed.
The displacements and stresses are derived analogously to Eqs. (24) and (25) and
become

ii(r,z)-

S4vW

(r, z) -

sign(z - z)e-

-ZSf

Jo(kr)k dk,
I*-xIL

(29)

fo

S.PW 2o00 e-Ok-t°IJo(kr)k dk.

- 10-
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3.$. UNHOMOGINBOUS FLUID MBDIUM

In a real ocean environment the sound velocity varies with depth, and it is well
kmown that this variatio" -w significant impact on the acoustic propagation. The
"oceanwavegulde can thcrefore not in general be represented by a single homogeneous
fluid layer. It can be shown, however, that if the range-independent ocean waveguide
is represented by an increasing number of honnogeneous layers, a numerical solution
basd on the field representation for homogeneous layers will converge towards the
correct solution. However, a satisfactory convergence requires the layers to be less
than one quartet of a wavelength thick. Such a technique is therefore only convenient
for low frequency propagation in shallow water, and modolling of deep water or high
frequency propagation does require some sort of velocity :jrofile to be incorporated.
Since it is still necessary that Eq. (14) can be solved an,-Iytically it is obvious that the
ocean cannot in general be represented by ts single layer, but has to be approximated
by a series of layers, within which the depth dependence of the field has an analytic
representation. A few examples of sound speed interpolation functions for which this
is possible are given in [15). However, the actual choice of interpolation function is
not very critical since the profile is usually measured at discrete depths with a finite
uncertainty. In the SAFARI code the solution corres,.---di to the sound-speed
variation given in Eq. (5) has been implemented. In this case the homogeneous
depth-separated wave equation, Eq. (15), becomes

(-L2 -- (P - p'(

+ b))) f(,X) = 0.

(31)

By introducing the variable transformation,

C= c- 1 3 (cz + d)
= (.-wia)-/3(kL 2 - pw2 (az + b)),

(32)

the following equation is obtained:

This is a special form of the Bessel differential equation, for which two independent
solutions are the Airy functions Ai(C) and Bi(C), [29). Independent homogeneous
solutions to Eq. (31) are therefore
2
*+(k, z) = Ai(c-/3(k3

- (cz + d)),

(34)

-(k, z) = Bi(c- 2 /3 (k - (cz + d)).

(35)

- 11 -
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The total field at angular frequency w is again obtained by evaluation of the inverse
Hankel transform, Eq. (13),
f(r, z) -

[A+ Ai(C) + A-i()]Jo(kr)kdk,

(36)

with the corresponding displacement and stress given by
w(r,z) =

1/3

o,(r, z) = -pw 2

jo 0[A+Ai'(C) + A- Bil(Q)]Jo(kr)kdk,
j [A+A.i(() + A-Bi(C)]Jo(kr)kdk,

(37)
(38)

where a prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument.
When a source is present in the layer the corresponding particular solution to
Eq. (14) again has to be added. However, even in the case of a point source it is
not straightforward to find such a particular solution. We will apply a small 'trick'
to obtain analytical representations for the depth dependence of the field produced
by a point source at depth z. in an infinite medium with the sound velocity given
by Eq. (5). A thin homogeneous layer of thickness e with sound speed c, = c,(z.)
is introduced containing the source, P.ig. 2. In the limit c -- 0, the solution of this
layered problem converges to the solution of the original problem.

zc)

FPg. 2. Point source in inhomogeneous fluid medium.
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p.
This 3-larer problem is solved in exactly the same way in which the general multilayered problem is solvd in SAFARI. As an illustration of thid solution technique,
"weshall Aiere go through the details. In Fig. 2 the scund speed variation is shown
for the case in which a > 0, i.e. Im,... c,(z) = 0 and lim 8 ._,/. c,(z) = Co. The
argument ( to the Airy functions, Eq. (32), therefore. has the limits

tim C = -0o,

(39)

m C= oo.

(40)

Since no sources are present in the two halfspaces, the field in both is given by
Eq. (36). The field, however, must satisfy the radiation condition for z --* +oo,
which immediately reduces the number of unknown coefficients. Since the field
must be limited and liHm_. Bi(C) = oo, the depth dependence of the field in the
upper halfspace must be of the form
-@(k,z) = A+ Ai(C).

(41)

Similarly, the radiation condition requires that only downgoing waves exist for z -+
co. Becamse of the asymptotic behaviour of the Airy functions for ( -- -co [29], it
is required that the field in the lower halfspace be
*3(k, z) = A3(Ai(C) + iBi(()).

(42)

For the intermediate isovelocity layer, the depth dependence of the field is directly
obtained from Eqs. (20), (21) and (27) as
f 2 (k, z) = A-e-" + A+eaz + 4

(43)

The next step is to satisfy the boundary conditions of continuous vertical displacement and stress at the two interfaces, which are so slose together that they can both
be considered to be at depth z., leading to the following system of equations:
SW
3

A+(-cI/ Ai'((.))

--

a(-A- + A+) = L-,

-A+ Ai(C.) + (Aj-

A+) =-

$w

a(-A- + A+) - A;(-c 1 /3(Ai'(C.) + iBi'(C.))) = S-

-(A-

+ A+) + A-(Ai(C,) + iBi(C.)) =

-13-
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AU terms involving the coeficients A• and A+ are easily eliminated by pairwise

addition, and the resulting two equations give the following solutions:
=

sW

3 (Ai((.) + ira(C.)(
2c/-1

4w Ai'(C.)(Ai(C.) + iBi(C.)) - Ai(4)(Ai'(C.) + iBi(C.))'
2c- 1 /3 Ai((.)
A-= -S.
4w Ai(4)(Ai(C.) + iBi(C.)) - Ai((.)( 4i'((.) + iBi'((.))

(49)

The source field representations for the case where the sound speed increases with
depth, i.e. a < 0, can of course be determined L. the siame way, but it can also be
determined right away by symmetry considerations. The choice of depth axis z is
arbitrary, and we can therefore perform the variable transformation z --+ -z. This
will also change the sign of a in Eq. (5), and, as can be observed from Eq. (32), ( is
then invariant to this transformatacn, and the results above are therefore still valid;
they just have to be interchanged between the two halfspaces. The field produced
by a source in an inhomogeneous fluid layer therefore has the integral representation
(rz)= -

00 Jo(kr)kdk

2c '/ 3 (Ai(C.) + iBi(.))Ai(()

Ai'(C)(Ai(C.) + iBi(C.)) - Ai((G)(Ai'(C.) + iBi'(.))'
a(z - z.) __0,
2c- 1 /3 Ai(C.)(Ai(C) + iBi(C))
Ai'(C.)(Ai(C.) + iBi(C.)) - Ai(C.)( Ai'(C) + iBi'(.))'

a(z - Z.) > 0.
The resulting stresses and displacements are derived as they are for the homogeneous
cae. Note that, as was the case for a sourcc "i a homogeneous layer, the kernel
in the integral representation for f(r, z) is continuous at the source depth, but the
depth derivative is discontinuous. If more sources are present, their contributions
are simply superimposed.

-14-
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8.4, HOMOGUNDOUS SOLID MBDIUM

For a Lomogeneous and isotropic elastic solid, it can be shown [8), that the equation
of motion is satisfied if the displacements are expressed in terms of scalar potentials

{*,9} as
U(r, Z) = -4(r, z) 4 -9(r,
z),
Or O10
Orez 0 ..

(51)

W(r, Z) = -9(rz) - ±r•-9(r, Z),
Ox
r OrOr

(52)

where the potentiuh LAn
the absence of sources satisfy the uncoupled homogeneous
wave equations
(V2

I'0(r,Z.t) = 0,

(53)

(r,.,t)= 0,

(54)

C3 &3-)

(v2

8-

c' &mdc. being the compressional and shear vtlocities, respectively, given in terms of

the Lam4 constants in Eqs. (1) and (2). Both these equations are of the same form
as Eq. (6) and can therefore be depth-separated. As in the case of a homogeneous
fluid, the constant wave speeds leqd to simple exponential functions in depth, and tLe
potentials therefore have tLe following integral representations for angular frequency

j
9(r,X) = jo
#(r, X) =

[A-e•a- + A+e°']Jo(kr)kdk,

(55)

[B-e-P" + B+•e'):J(kr)dk,

(56)

wbere

a(k)

VP-

0(k) =V

h-.
-

(5")
(58)

The medium wsvenumbers h. and k. are for compressional and shear waves, re"etively. By means of Eqs. (51) and :52), the following inter'al reprcsentations
are obtA,&l.

or the displ.e:-Wts,

j

1-,A-e-

- WA+.o, + PDB-e-P -_B+o.] J1 (kr)kdk, (59)

,(•r,s) = f

[-aA-e-

+ aA+e°" + kBe-s + kB+e8Jl.ll(kr)kdk, (60)

.(rX) =

-

15-
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anc; the normal otress a.. and tangential stress ar, follow from Hooke's law,
Ow
O_.i
u..(r, z) = (A + 2,)-- + \O
-

i

- k3)[A-e-o'

1[(2A
-

+ A+eazJ

2k[B-e-0" - 3+ es]IJU(kr)k dk,

(61)

or

8z

f 'j[2kt[A-e---'- A+e"a]

(202
-

-

k2)[Be-'

+ B+eOs]]Ji(kr)kdk.

(62)

In a solid medium, integral representations for several types of sources can be derived, including point forces and force couples. A number of examples are given by
H&.krider [31]. In the SAFARI code, two source types are available for solid media.
One is a compressional point source equivalent to the one used in fluid media. The
compressional point source involves the compressional potential 4 only, with the
integral represent btion

i(r, =)=)

f00

-O ( k-?'
Jlkr)k dk.

(63)

The corresponding displacement and stresses again follow from Eqs. (51),(52) and
Hooke's law:
i(r, z) = - S__WŽ
o ke al-,lJi(kr)k dk,
= -sign(z
_(r,.z)

-

z.,)eIsl. Jo(kr)k dk,

4i o00

0,8(rz) (r

4w Jo
j)

(64)
(65)

s-a
- . &Ia

(2k

-k

2ksign(z

)e-

a

Jo(kr)kdk,

z.)em' 1 -zaIJI
(Lr)k dk.

(66)
(67)

The second implemented source type is a vertical point force, with the following
integral representations for the potentials [8]:
4(r, z)

L$-]

sign(z - z.)e-Is- 'I IJo(kr)k dk,

-
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Lr

) of C-

io(kr)kdk.

(69)

Integral representations for the displace~ments and stresses ar- again obtained from
Eq.. (51),(52) and Hooke's law:

.-

(rX) =

0D(r,,) = -L.j
r,,(r, )

4w fo

,sign(z
- z.)k [e-*a-8.

[Cie-s

e-01.8`1 J,(kr)kdk,

-'uI - k2p.- e-"-"] J(kr)k dk,

(70)

(71)

- 2.)

x [(2k' - k2)e-I5-I
S,[(oo=

-

[2kae0zal1.

-,

(k',8-

-

2kae-.-I] Jo(kr)kdk, (72)
+ k13)eDOlo] Jt(kij)kdk. (7'3)

3.6. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The field at each interface now has two distinct integral representations, one from
the layer above and one from the layer below. Depending on the type of interface,
a certain set of boundary conditions has to be satisfied.
* If tho interface is separating two fluid layers, the vertical displacement w and
the normal stress a.. have to be continuou.. If one of the media is a vacuum,
the normal stress a., must vanish.
e If one of the layers is solid and the other is a vacuum, both w.. and or,.
must vanish, whereas the fluid/solid interface requires that w and ar,. must
be continuous and.,., must vanish.
* At a welded interface between two solid media, tw, u, a,, and a,, all have to
be continuous.
The boundary conditions for the different types of interfaces are summarised in
Table i.
Since the boundary conditions have to be :atisfled at all ranges r, it is obvious that
they must be satisfied by the kernels in the integral representations as well. The
radiation conditions for z - ±oo together with the conditions to be satisfied at all
interfaces simultaneously, lead to a linear system of equations in the unknown kernel
coefficients A-, A+, B- and B+. In principle, this system has to be solved for all

-17-
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Abke I
Boundwy conditions
Type

Field parameter
V

VP

wa

a?&

fluid/vacuum
fluid/fluid
fluid/solid

=

-

=

=

0

solid/vacuum

-

0

solid/solid

=

0
=

0

-

=

-

Symbols used: =, continuous; 0, vanishing; -, not involved.

values of the hori-ontal wavenumber k, and the total field can then be determined
by evaluating the inverse transforms. Except for a few trivial cases, however, both
the solution of the linear system of equations and the evaluation of the inverse
transforms have to be done numerically, requiring truncation and discretisation of
the horisontal wavenumber axis.

3.6. ATTENUATION

It is well known that sound propagating in the ocean bottom undergoes a significant
attenuation due to the dissipation of seismo-acoustic energy into heat. It is therefore crucial to a realistic prediction of the propagation characteristics that volume
attenuation be taken into account. In the present full wavefield solution technique
this is straightforwardly done as shown below.
Assume a plane harmonic wave of angular frequency w propagating in a homogeneous
medium along the positive r-axis of a cartesian coordinate system. With the present
choice of time-frequency transform pair, Eqs. (7),(8), such a wave has the form
F(z, t) = Aet('u- h-),

(74)

where k,. is the medium wavenumber for either compressional or shear waves and
A is the amplitude. If k,. is real, this wave has constant amplitude for all ranges m.
It can be shown (32), however, that viscoelastic attenuation can be accounted for by
letting the medium wavenumber k, be complex, i.e.
k.k(1 - i),

- 18-
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the wavefaeld becomes
F(z,t) = Ae-6h"eei(WI-kno).

(76)

Now the amplitude is decaying exponentially in range as is required for linear viscoelastic Auld and solid media. Since the full wavefteld solution technique is based
on plane-wave decomposition as described above, it is obvious that a viscoelastic
attenuation is taken into account by letting the medium wavenumbers and therefore
also the Lam6 constants be complex:

A=+ ja',

(77)

A-+ ip'.

(78)

It has been experimentally observed [8,32], that most solid media exhibit an attenuation that increases linearly with frequency, i.e. 6 = const. Fbr these solids,
A + 2p'

1

A+ 2p

Q,'

p'

(79)

p'

_

1(80)

where Qý and Q, are constants. By inserting the complex Lami constants in Eqs. (1)
and (2), we get from Eqs. (10) and (75) the following value of 6 for compreusional
and shear waves respectively, assuming Q,, Q,> 1:

=o

1-=

(81)

6. --2Q,'
1(82)
In vuderwater acoustics it is more common to express the linear frequency-deptndent
attenuation in dB/A (where A is the wavelength):
-= -20log

F(z+A, t)

=20loge6h-AI = 40wr6loge -

.

(83)

Although the solution technique is valid for any value of the attenuations, these
must be physically meaningful. Thus it is required that a pure dilatation of a solid
medium does not produce energy. Thertfore the bulk modulus, K
A + tp, must
have a positive Imaginary part, which is easily shown to require

1._60

3/c,

2

4(84)
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The linear-elastic fluid media are merely limiting cases of solids with p -o 0, and
the attenuation is therefore introduced accordingly.
In addition to the volume attenuation described above, scattering at rough interfaces also attenuates the stress waves in stratified environments. Since the depthseparation solution technique requires all interfaces to be plaue and parallel, a deterministic treatment of rough surface scattering is not possible by means of the present
method. Such a deterministic treatment is, however, only of academic interest, since
the roughness appearivg in nature is cither rapidly changing (as in the case of ocean
surface waves) or is not sufficiently well described to permit direct modelling. The
statistical roughness characteristics, on the contrary, are relatively slowly varying
and can be more easily determined even for the ocean bottom.
If the roughness is small compared to the acoustic wavelength involved and the
roughness characteristics are stationary in both space and time, it is possible by
means of a perturbational approach to modify the boundary conditions in such a
way that the effect of the roughness on the coherent (mean) part of the field can be
taken into account by the present solution technique. Such a technique, originally
developed for fluid media only, has been generalized to interfaces between solid
media and implemented in the SAFARI code [25). The actual perturbation theory is
not of importance to the general use of the code, and therefore only the underlying
assRumptions concerning the roughness characteristics will be given here. For details
reference is made to [251.
The interface ele"i-tion at a point with the horizontal coordinates given by the vector
r is -,(r). This function is only determined in terms of its correlation function N((R),

defined by
N(R)=

R = r - r2

(85)

or in terms of the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the interface-rou ,hness
power spectrum P(s),

N(R)

f d's-P(s)e

R,

(86)

where (-/2) is the ,-ms value of the roughness. In SAFARI oniy isotropic roughness
can be treated, i.e. the interface correlation depends only on the horizontal distance
IR1 between two points, not the direction. Further, the spectrum - of course also
isotropic - is assumed to be gaussian:

.12

P(s) = L2e-

(87)

where L is a characteristic correlation length for the interface roughness. The interface roughness statistics are therefore described entirely by the rms roughness (9f)
and the correlation length L. These parameters may, of course, vary from interface
to interface. For the perturbation expansion to be valid, it is required that y/L < 1.

-
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4. Numerical solution technique
The numerical solution of the full wavefield problem divides naturally into three
parts. First the depth-dependent Green's function is found at a discrete number of
horizontal wavenumbers for the selected receiver depths. Secondly, the wavenumber
integral, Eq. (13), is evaluated, yielding the transfer function at the selected depths
and ranges. Finally, upon repetition of the first two steps at selected frequencies,
the frequency integration, Eq. (8), is performed to yield the total response in time.
It is dear that the three steps are not independent. In particular, the frequency and
wavenumber sampling cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but have to satisfy the requirements of the sampling theorem. The frequency interval depends on the bandwidth
of the source and the time window m'uast be sufficiently large to contain the whole
signal in order to avoid wrap-around, which again imposes requirements on the frequency sampling. Similarly, the wavenumber sampling must be sufficiently large to
allow accurate integration of the often rapidly varying and oscillating integrand in

Eq. (13).
"Dependingon the time/frequency and range/depth requirements, the determination
of the depth-dependent Green's function may have to be performed a substantial
number of times. The efficiency of the code is therefore highly dependent on this
part, and it is precisely here - in the global matrix approach - that the SAFARI code
differs in computational approach from recursive propagator matrix techniques used
in earlier codes of the same type.
The global matrix solution technique forms the basis for all three SAFARI modules.
SAFARI-FIPR calculates plane-wave reflection coefficients for an arbitrarily stratified halfspace. SAFARI-FIP first calculates the depth-dependent Green's fariction
and then evaluates the wavenumber integrals to obtain the single-frequency seismoacoustic field at selected receiver depths and ranges. The last module, SAFARI-FIPP,
performs the same operation for a number of frequencies, and after weighting with
a source spectrum it determines the pulse response at any receiver by evaluating
the frequency integrals. In this section we will describe in detail the numerical
techniques applied in all three program modules.
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4.1. DEPTH-DEPENDENT GREEN'S FUNCTION

The use of digital computers for numerically solving field problems in continuous
media in general requires some kind of discretization. One possibility is to set up
the exact field equations for the continuum and subsequently find an approximate
solution by discretization of the equations. This is the approach taken in finite
difference techniques. The other possibility is to discretize the medium itself and
then in effect let the computer numerically determine an exact solution to this now
approximate problem. The best-known example of this latter approach is the finite element method [2]. This technique is based on the division of the continuum
into finite blocks or elements connected to each other at a finite number of discrete
nodes. Exact local solutions for the single elements, together with the continuity
between the elements, concentrated in the nodes, lead directly to an exact solution for the approximated global problem. This, however, requires the solution of
very large linear systems of equations in the unknown degrees of freedom (typically
node displacements). The unavailability of sufficient computing power until the last
decade delayed the widespread use of this powerful technique, which today is the
most widely employed methodology in structural and fluid mechanics, for example.
In this regard, it is easily observed [19,23] that the integral transform solution of
the wave equation for horizontally stratified environments is of the 'finite element'
category. The local expressions for the depth-dependent Green's function are exact
within each layer (element), and thus an exact global solution can be obtained
directly from the boundary conditions to be satisfied at all interfaces (nodes). It
is therefore not surprising that the numerical implementation can be performed in
close analogy with the finite element method using efficient numerical tools created
within the last decades.
In order to develop this analogy formally, the basic properties of the finite element
method will be briefly outlined at this point. For details reference is made to the
pertinent literature [2].
The simple static element in Fig. 3& is chosen as a representative example. It has
four degrees of freedom, here the four independent node displacements {u),,, =
({, 1 ,U3,us3 ,U4.
The corresponding node forces {p},n = {p1,P2,P3,p4} are then
given by
{p), = [k]m{U}m,
m = 1,2.. .N,
(88)
where [k],. is the local element stiffness matrix and the subscript refers to the actual
element number. N is the total number of elements. As the nodes are in general
common to more elements, it is here convenient to introduce a global degree-offreedom vector {U} defined by
{U},

= [L],{U},

m = 1,2...N,

(89)

where [L],, a topology or connectivity matrix for element m, is an extremely sparse
matrix with only four non-vanishing elemente equal to unity. The mapping de-

-
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a) Finite element
U1.PI

"Element

I 1P
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b) Finite wave elsment
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m
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Id'r
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s-+

Fig. 3. Analogy to finite element method: (a) finite element with four
degrees of freedom; (b) finite wave element with four degrees of freedom.

fined by Eq. (89) directly reflects the connectivity conditions governing the globally
msembled element system in question.
At this point a variational principle, often Hamilton's principle of stationary energy,
together with Eqs. (S8),(89) leads to the following linear syvtem of equations having
to be satisfied:
(90)
[KJl{U) = (RI,
where [K] Is the global stiftness matrix

[K]=

E [LIT [[),.[L].,
N

(91)

m=1

and (R} is the globai external force vector
N

=

m=i

LJ~{r,,.
in}

(92)

The local vector {j)}, represents the external forces acting om element number m,
again concentrated in the nodes.
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It Is not necessary here to go into details concerning the actual implementation of
the finite element equations, but it is important to note the structure of the global
system of equations, Eq. (90). Since the topology matrices contain only sawro and
ones, the matrix multiplications in Eqs. (90) and (91) never need to be performed,
but can be replaced by a set of indices (pointers) indicating the row and column of
the global sitiffness matrix where each element of the local ones have to be added.
The actual generation of the global stiffness matrix can therefore be performed very
efficiently once the local ones have been determined.
Retuarning to the determination of the depth-dependent Green's function in stratified
nedia, the fact that the horizontal range dependence has been removed by the
depth-separation yields the possibility of effectively representing each layer as a
one dimensional 41nite wave element', as shown in Fig. 3b, in formal analogy to the
standard finite element discussed above. The degrees of freedom for this element are
simply the amplitudes A-, A+, B,; and B. of the corkcil waves in layer number m.
These are conveniently collected in a local degree-of-freedomv'iur {a(k)",R, whcre
k is the horizontal wavenumber:

=

J_
;(k)
Ak~
(k)

I

m = 1,2 ... N.

(93)

A+(k))

If the kernuis for the field parameters involved in the boundary conditions are expressed in vector form as

I (k, Z)
z) "a=vk

(k, Z)

m = 1,2 ... N,

(94)

the Sollowing matrix relation is obtained for the homogeneous part of the solution
in Iaye number mn
{u(k, z))",, =

Ic(k, z)Jm{Ga(k))m,

m = 1,2 ... N.

(95)

The local coefficient matrix Ic(k, z)]",, is a function of the horizontal wavenumber k.
and the depth x. Jbr the homoge1
ri _ neu layers the depth is involved in the exponential
functions ainly, sad in these case the coefficient matrix can be factorized as
[c(k, z)],. = Id(k)J",[e(k, z)Jm,

(96)

wheire I(&X)Jm is a depth-independent matrix containing only simple functions of k,
and [e(k, xjm Is a diaomal matrix containing the exporntAls.
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The kernels for the source field {V(k, z)}, are now superimposed with the kernels
for the homogeneous solution, and the continuity of the field parameters at interface
number m separating the layers m and m + 1 can then be expressed as

{v(k)}1

+ {il(k)}, = {v(k)} +,
1 + {i1(k)}•+1 ,

m = 1,2... N - 1,

(97)

where the depth z of the interface has been removed and replaced by a superscript
indicating the interface number. If Eq. (97) is rewritten as
((k))

- fv(k))l+, = {1(k)}1

1

- {()},

m = 1,2...N - 1,

(98)

it expresses the cancellation of the discontinuity in the source field by the discontinuity in the homogeneous solution. The interface discontinuity vector {v(k)) m is
therefore introduced as

{v(k)} m = {v(k)})

-.

{v(k)}+,,

m = 1,2...N - 1,

(99)

m
and similarly for the source field discontinuity vector {((k)) .

In order to assemble the local equations, Eq. (98), into a global system, the global
degree-of-freedom vector {A(k)} in the upgoing and downgoing wavefield amplitudes
is first introduced, defined by the unique local-to-global mapping
fa(k)}" = [S]m{A(k)},

m= 1,2...N.

(100)

After insertion of Eqs. (95) and (100), the discontinuity vector, Eq. (99), takes the
form
= ([c(k)i'[S]. - [c(k)]+[S].+ 1 ) {A(k)},

m = 1,2... N - 1. (101)

We now introduce a second unique mapping, collecting the local field discontinuity
vectors {v(k)) m into one global discontinuity vector {V(k)),
N-I

{V(k)} = E [T]1 (v(k)}-,

(102)

M=1

which after insertion of Eq. (101) becomes
N-i

{V(k)J =

[[TJ] ([c(k)]j[S]J, - [c(k)]J+[S]J+,){A(h)}.

(103)

Similarly the global source-field discontinuity vector {P(k)} is
N-I

{i>(k)) =

[J' ((k)):
m=2

-2-
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A

Local coefficient matrix
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Pointer matrix [IN
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,.

Global coefficient matrix [C]

Fig. 4. Mapping between local sad global coeffncient
matrices by meansil of row and colur:n pointers.

The giobal cancellation of Eq. (103) by Eq. (104) therefore requires the following
linear system of equations to be satisfied:

(C(k)I{A(b))

=

-{P(k)},

(105)

where [C(k)] is the global coefficient matrix
N-1

IC(k)] = -[T]" ([c(k)]J[S]. - [c(k)]'+[S].+I).

(106)

As can be observed, the global system, Eq. (105), is very similar to the finite element
system, Eq. (90). The mapping matrices IT]'" and [S]J, are equivalent to the topology natrices [L]T. defined for the finite element method in E&. (89). However, due
to the fact that the governing boundary conditions for the wave equation are not set
up in the unknowns directly, but in derived quantities, two sets of topology matrices are needed here: one for the local-to-global mapping of the degrees of freedom,
i.e. the wavefield amplitudes, and one for the physical parameters, i.e. displacement
and stresses involved in the boundary conditions.
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The matrices [(Sm and [T~m are extremely sparse, containing only seros and ones.
Since the mappings of Eqs. (100) and (102) are unique, the corresponding summations and matrix multiplications in Eqs. (104) and (106) need never actually be
performed but can be replaced by a unique set of pointers, connecting the elements
of the local systems with those of the global system, as illustrated in Fig. 4. As is
the case in finite element programs, the topology matrices are therefore never set up
in the actudl computer code. Their formal use in Eqs. (104) and (106) is, however,
very convenient in the general fluid/solid/vacuum case. The topology matrix [S]m
is set up to include only the non-vanishing wavefield amplitudes, e.g. in the upper
and lower halfspaces only those corresponding to upgoing (A+, B+) and downgoing
(A-, B-) waves respectively, and in fluid media only A- and A+. Similarly, [TJ"
is set up to include only the actual number of boundary conditions at interface m,
as described in Sect. 3.5. This ensures that the global coefficient matrix is a square
matrix and also reduces the total number of equations and unknowns compared to
the purely solid case.
The pointer indices defined by the mappings of Eqs. (100) and (102) depend solely
on the number of unknowns within each layer and the boundary conditions at each
interface. They are therefore both frequency and wavenumber independent and can
be determined a priori.
In this notation, the set-up of the global coefficient matrix requires only the calculation of the elements of the local coefficient matrices [c(k)],,, followed by the indexed
move defined by the mappings given in Fig. 4. The subsequent solution of Eq. (105)
then yields the unknown wavefield amplitudes in all layers simultaneously.
Although the global system of equations, Eq. (105), is analytically well conditioned,
apart from poles corresponding to normal modes and interface waves, its numerical
solution is not necessarily stable. However, by choosing the mappings such that
the coefficient matrix becomes block-diagonally dominant it is possible to ensure
unconditionally stable solutions using gaussian elimination with partial pivoting.
This important feature will be discussed in the following.
The difference in absolute dimension between the displacements and stresses can
yield a difference of several orders of magnitude between the coefficients in the corresponding rows for both the local and global systems. As is well known in such
cases, simple gaussian elimination, with or without partial pivoting, will not guarantee unconditional numerical stability. In the SAFARI implementation, the coefficient
matrices are therefore scaled to make all elements physically dimensionless.
Although from a theoretical point of view the origin of the depth axis can be chosen
arbitrarily, its choice is quite critical for the numerical stability. The Airy function
solutions for the inhomogeneous fluid layers are invariant to the choice of origin,
but this is obviously not the case for the isovelocity layers. First of all, a common
origin for all layers is inconvenient due to the limited allowed arguments to the
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exponential functions. A local origin is therefore used for each layer, but this still
does not ensure numerical stability for large layer thicknesses mnd large horizontal
waveaumbers where the real parts of arguments to the exponential functions become
significant (the evanescent regime). In these cases argument overflow may of course
appear, but even before this happens numerical instability may appear due to the
fact that th6 difference between the growing and decaying exponentials exceeds the
machine precision. This problem can be avoided by factorizing out the exponential
functions growing in depth [33], but unconditional stability can also be obtained
by very simple means not requiring any additional computational effort, just by
observing the physical significance of the problem and adopting a numerical 'trick'
from the finite element technique. This is the key to the efficiency of the SAFARI
code and will therefore be discussed at this point.
The physical significance of the evanescent regime for a certain layer is that the
wavefield in the absence of a source is a superposition of two exponentially decaying
fields, one arising from a noa-vanishing field at the interface above, the other from
the interface below. Now assume that sources are only present above the actual
layer. Then the field decaying away from the lower interface (el) can only be due
to 'reflection' from this interface of the field decaying away from the upper interface
(e-ac). If, however, the layer is very thick or the horizontal wavenumber is large,
the amplitude at the lower interface of the downwards decaying field is insignificant,
and the upwards decaying field will be practically non-existent. In other words, the
layer containing the evanescent field will behave exactly like an infinite halfspace.
It is obvious that numerical stability can be obtained in these cases if thL environmental model is truncated by replacing the thick layer by an infinite halfspace. This
would, however, introduce significant book-keeping problems and rearrangements of
the global system of equations, seriously affecting the computation time.
Instead it is possible to take advantage of the knowledge about the vanishing upwards decaying wavefield in another way, simply adopting a numerical trick from
Implementations of the finite element technique. If a certain node displacement is
known to vanish it is not removed from the degrees of freedom; instead the corresponding diagonal element in the global stiffness matrix is set to a very large number.
This automatically ensures that the node displacement obtained by the solution will
vanish numerically.
In the present case we know that the amplitude of the upward-decaying field must
vanish. This com!d be accomplished by placing a large number in the corresponding diagonal element in the global coefficient matrix. Again, however, complicated
book-keeping is involved. The same result can be obtained almost free of charge
in the following way. First the interface above the layer is selected as the local
ori•g for the depth axis. This removes the exponential functions from the local
cofelent matrix at this interface. Then the argument to the exponential functki Is truncated at a value close to the mrnammum allowed for the actual computer.
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This avoids overflow problems and at the same time yields very large numbers in the
columns of the global coefficient matrix corresponding to the upward-decaying fields.
It can now be shown (20,211, that gaussian elimination with pivoting by columns
will automatically force the corresponding amplitudes to vanish numerically if the
mappings of Eq. (100) and (102) are chosen such that the global coefficient matrix
becomes block-diagonally dominant. In essence this is obtained by assembling the
local systems in consecutive order and placing the coefficients involving the large exponential functions close to the diagonal of the global matrix. Wien the amplitude
of the upward-decaying field is thus forced to vanish, the solution obtained for all
wavefleld amplitudes in the other layers is indistinguishable f-orn the one obtained
if the thick layer had been replaced by a halfspace.
Similar arguments can be used to show that also in the case of sources below or
within the thick layer the SAFARI technique is unconditionally numerically stable.
Concerning the inhomogeneous fluid layers, the two independent soluticns Ai(C) and
Bi(C) exponentially decay and grow respectively for C --# co. The stability in cases
where these are involved is therefore ensured in exactly the same way as described
above.
In summary, unconditionally stable solutions are obtained simply by choosing a
proper local coordinate system and a proper local-to-global mapping in connection
with gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. The solution technique is stable
for any machine precision. Double precision is therefore not required for stability
purpose, but the dynamic range is of course limited to the number of mantissa digits
available, due to the global nature of the solution. For most purposes, however, the
6-7 orders of magnitude offered by single precision is more than enough.
When the global system of equations, Eq. (105), has been solved, the kernels in
the integral representations can readily be evaluated at any depth. The present
technique is therefore highly efficient in cases where the total wavefield Is to be
determined at many depths, e.g. for depth-range contouring of single frequency
transmission loss and for synthetic vertical seismic profiling (VSP).
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4.2. RBFLBCTION COEFFICIBNTS

The determination of plane-wave reflection coefficients of a stratified halfspace is of
great interest in both underwater acoustics and seismology for several reasons. It is
required as input to the widespread ray-tracing codes and it forms the basis of the
synthetic reflectivity seismograms commonly used in crustal seismology (23). Further, the plane-wave reflection coeffic"ents are often used for ocean bottom-property
inversion schemes.
The full wavefield solution technique is based on a decomposition of the total wavefield in conical waves for cylindrical geometry and plane waves for plane cartesian
geometry. We have here given the field representations in cylindrical geometry, but
the similar plane-geometry representations are obtained simply by replacing the
Hlankel transform with the Fourier transform; the kernels are identical in the two
cases [21]. The relation between the horizontal wavenumber k and the grazing angle
0 of propagation for an isovelocity layer is
k = k,, coos0,

(107)

where the medium wavenumber k,. may correspond to either compressional or shear
waves. As can be observed, only wavenumbers k < k,, correbpond to real angles.
We shall now demonstrate that the plane-wave relection coefficient R(9) for a wave
incident from above at angle 0 on a certain interface is straightforwardly found by the
present solution technique. The layer above the interface is replaced by an infinite
hslfspace. By letting the source field be a plane wave incident at angle 0 and with
amplitude A (k) = A-(k,. cos 9) at the interface, the solution of the global system
of equations for this new layered problem will directly yield the complex amplitude
of the reflected plane wave A+(k) = A+(km cos 9), and the reflection coefficient can
be determined by

R+() =

(k,.,co)
A- (k.
coo 0)(o)

(108)

Both the incident and reflected waves may of course in general be either compressional or shear waves. As the global solution is exact to within machine accuracy,
the same is the case for the reflection coefficients, i.e. no app-oximation except for
the environmental model is involved.
The SAFARI-FIPR module computes the plane-wave reflection coefficients for incident compressional waves only, since a standard SAFARI compressional line source placed just above the interface - is used to produce the incident plane wave; however
the calculated reflection coefficient may be either for reflected compressional waves
or for reflected shear waves.
It should be pointed out that the reflection coefficients calculated in this way are
for true plane waves. Plane-wave reflection coefficients are difficult to determine
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experimentally [22), which should be kept in mind when comparing synthetic and
experimental reflection data.

4.3. WAVENUMBER INTEGRATION

The horizontal wavenumbers at which the depth-dependent Green's functions have
to be determinel are controlled by the numerical integration scheme used for evaluating the integral representations for the displacements and stresses. These Hankel
transform integrals are of the form
G(r, z) = jU(kiz)J,(kr)k d

(109)

where m = 0 except for the horizontal displacement and shear stress where m = 1.
To evaluate these integrals numerically, a truncation of the infinite integration interval is required. Due to the exponentially decaying kernels for k -- co this can be
done to any degree of accuracy. In most cases a truncation point 10 to 20% higher
than the maximum medium wavenumber in the problem will include everything.
There are, however, exceptions when solid layers are present. In these cases poles
may exist due to evanescent surface, interface or plate modes. Especially in the case
of thin plates, very large wavenumbers are involved. It is therefore important to be
aware of the behaviour and significance of these waves in order to choose a proper
integration interval.
Even with a proper truncation there are two factors complicating the numerical
evaluation of the Hankel transforms. One is the kernel, which in the case of guided
propagation in lossless media is known to have poles on the real axis corresponding
Wo normal modes and interface waves [6]. In the more realistic cases where volume attenuation is included, these poles will move out into the complex plane, in
principle making real axis integration possible, but the kernel will in most cases remain rapidly varying. The second complicating factor is the Bessel function Jm(kr),
which especially for long ranges r oscillates very rapidly in k. Therefore an accurate
evaluation of the Hankel transform will usually require a very fine sampling in the
wavenumber k.
There are algorithms available for directly evaluating the Hankel transform. The one
developed by Tsang [34], however, requires the evaluation of an FFT for every range
selected, but even more importantly it requires a numerical separation parameter
which is not easily selected. The so-called Fast Hankel rAansform [35] is very efficient
for relatively smooth kernels, but not well suited for the rapidly varying kernels of
the wavagulde problems.
Nevertheless it has been shown [15] that except for ranges shorter than a few wavelengths and very steep propagation angles, accurate evaluation can be obtained by
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an asymptotic approximation. First the Bessel function is expressed in terms of two
Hankel functions

Jm(k,) = j (H)•kr) + H(,)(kr)).

(110)

With the present choice of time/frequency transform the term HM()(kr) corresponds
to incoming waves which are only important for representing the standing wavefield
at very short ranges. This term is therefore neglected, and H.P)(kr) is replaced by
its asymptotic approximation

im,HM)(,.)=

2.-s_(,_,+),)

(111)

yV
w r

h r -.. oo

The inverse Hankel transform then Waises the form

G(r, z)= F/i--e'("+

W)j

kzvi

kI'" dk.

(112)

Due to the desire for generality, which excludes the use of dedicated quadrature
schemes, the truncated wavenumber space is discretized equidistantly in SAFARI as
follows:
ki = klw, + lAk,
I = O,1...(M - 1),
(113)
where M is the total number of sampling points.
The value of the field is often required at a large number of ranges r, in particular
in connection with the common underwater acoustics problem of determining transmission loss as function of range. In these cues the Fourier integral in Eq. (112)
is very efficiently evaluated by means of the so-called 'Fast Field' approach [15).
This technique Is therefore applied in the single-frequency transmission-loss program SAFARI-FIP. The range axis r is di3cretised as

rj = r.,. + jAr,

i = o,11... (M - 1),

(114)

where the range step Ar is determined by the relation
•,.Ark = 2w/M,

(115)

and M is an integral power of 2. The following discrete approximation of Eq. (112)
is then obtained:
M-1

I~k

(116)
where the summation can be performed by means of an FFT yielding the field at
all M ranges, Eq. (114), simultaneously.
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It is well known from the use of the FFT for time/frequency transformations that
undersampling in one domain causes aliasing (wrap-around) in the other domain.
This is also the case here, where the kernel is often rapidly varying due to poles and
branch points close to the integration axis. The reason is [36] that the evaluation of
Eq. (116) does not yield G(r, z) but instead E-.
G(r+nR, z), where R = 2w/4k,
I.e. a sum of the signals in all range windows of width R = MAr. As can be observed,
wrap-around will happen from both sides of the actual interva1 and therefore also
from ranges smaller than rmI.. The negative range axis does not give any significant
wrap-around due to the fact that only waves travelling in the posdtive range direction
are included. However if rmn. > 0 the signals in the interval 10, r.j.] are wrapped
into hse interval [R, rm, + R). Consequently the m.smwaim usbale range us alwauy
R = MAr, independent of the choice of P.,..
In the case of losy media, the aliasing from ranges larger than t mI + R can be
reduced by choosing R so large that the signal is known to die out within the range
window. However, we see from Eq. (115) that a long range may require a substantial
number of wavenumber samples, especially when the wavenumber interval is fixed.
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The aliming problem can, however, be solved by moving the interation contour
away from the poles, i.e. by smoothing the kernes. According to Cauchy's theoem
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the integrals in the complex plane between two points is invariant to a change in the
integration contour. Therefore Eq. (112) can be replaced by
G(r, z) --

2Lei(M+• )j

fg(k,z)V/k-e-"rk dk,

(117)

where C is the contour shown in Fig. 5. The contour consists of three linear sections
C1 , C 2 and C3 , where the vertical sections of length e are chosen at the points
where the wavenumber axis wouid in any case be truncated. If these points are
chosen where the kernels are small, i.e g(kmin, z)V'mij, g(km.x, Z)A-•ax ýý 0, and
C kmk
kmin then the contributions from the vertical sections become insignificant
compared *o the integral along the horizontal section defined by k = k + ie. By
inserting k in Eq. (117), we obtain
G(r, z)e-"'

F-

e +n

g(k + iE, z)i.(/FT+e"rk dk.

J hmin

(118)

This integral can again be determined by means of an FFT, with the result
F

G(rjz)e-(r:+nR)
Ak

x E

ikiv(+)w

[g(k,+ iC,z)e-Zi"lAk

_k,+LEi e-i(2wi)/l),

(119)

1=0

or, after multiplication with eE?,

Ak e

G(rj, z) =

x

"-

-[g(ki

+ ic,

z)e-irraimlAk 011ii

Z G(rj + nR, z)eC-nR.

] e-i(2u 1 j/M)

(120)

n$O

It is now clear that all signals wrapped around from ranges larger than rmin + R will
be attenuated by at least e-ER. On the other hand signals wrapped around from
ranges smaller than rmin will be amplified by at least e`R. As was the case for the
real axis integration the maximum range is therefore m. =- R alse for the offset
contour integration.
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The actual value of c is not extremely critical. However, if it is chosen too large
the contributions from the two vertical parts of the contour may become significant.
On the other hand a too small value will require a very large number of sampling
points. For most practical purposes an attenuation of the wrap-around by 60 dB is
more than enough. The corresponding value of the contour offset is
3

RlogF

3(121)
-

2 r(M- 1)loge(kmw

-kmjI)

which even for a relatively small number of sampling points V will ensure that
e < k-.x - kmin, and thus yield insignificant contributions from the vertical contours.
Whereas the Fast Field integration technique is highly efficient for single-frequency
transmission-loss calculations, its use is inconvenient in the case of wideband pulse
calculations. If the pulse response is required at more than a single range, the
wavenumber sampling distance Ak would have to be frequency independent in order

to satisfy Eq. (115). Furthermore, the pulse response will usually only be required
for a relatively small number of ranges, so that direct numerical integration for
each individual range is feasible. This is therefore the approach taken in the pulse
program SAFARI-FIPP.
There is an optional choice of two diffo.rent quadrature schemes. The first, which
is the default scheme, performs a standard trapezoidal rule evaluation of the integral in Eq. (112), still with equidistant wavenumber sampling. The trapezoidal rule
integration approximates the integrand by a function varying linearly between the
sampling points. It is therefore obvious that tLW technique is only applicable out
to ranges where the product of the kernel and the exponential function Is well represented by a linear function. The kernel can be smoothed by moving the contour
out into the complex plane as described above, but the exponential function varies
rapidly at lozg ranges. To ensure that the exponential function alone Is well represented by a linear function, the wavenumber sampling must satisfy the following
inequality [36]
Lr
4)

(122)

which by comparison with Eq. (115) translates into a maximum range which is
much shorter than the one obtained by the Fast Field technique. Here it should be
pointed out, however, that the FFT technique has a degraded accuracy at longer
ranges, which is h,.significant on the logarithmic scale -ised for representation of
transmission loss but which definitely is important in connection with wideband
pulse calculations. For accurate pldse calculations the maximum ranges for the two
techniques are almost identical and determined by Eq. (122).
It is possible, however, to obtain accurate solutions at much larger ranges by applying
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the generalized Filon integration scheme [37]:

L

b

bSAg

(k)esy(h) dk

-

A"A[eS.J

[

A

~
~ 2(2S
k (f(a)eS91) + f(b)es#Q)J

Ag$i 0,

-(123)

AgO

0,

where Af = f(b) - f(a) and similarly for the other functions. This quadrature
scheme is exact for linear variations of f(k) and I(k). In the present case S = -ir
and g(k) = k, i.e. a linear function of k. The Filon scheme is therefore applicable
to any range provided that the kernels are well represented by linear interpolation
between the sample points. On the other hand the error due to the 'nonlinearity' of
the kernel will increase with range, and the Filon scheme therefore also has a finite
range of applicability. Since this range of applicability depends on the smoothness
of the kernel, it is not possible to give any specific value. Mallick and Fraser [36]
have found that whereas the wavenumber sampling required for the trapezoidal rule
of integration is inversely proportional to wr, the Filon scheme requires a sampling
which is approximately inversely proportional to v/•. The additional computations
involved in the Filon scheme are insignificant compared to the total calculation time
involving the determination of the depth-dependence of the field. It is clear that this
scheme has significant computational advantages due to the reduction in the required
sampling, in particular if combined with the kernel-smoothing contour offset.
For all the numerical integration schemes described above the kernels must vary
smoothly between the sampling points. One of the effects of a too rapidly varying kernel is the wrap-around, but as demonstrated, this problem can be overcome
by choosing a complex integration contour, which in effect smooths the kernels by
moving the contour away from the poles and branch points. If, however, the integration interval is truncated at points where the kernel amplitude is significant,
the discontinuities so introduced will also give rise to wrap-around. In broadband
calculations, in particular, this will cause artificial arrivals which will often be indistinguishable from true arrivals. These discontinuities therefore must be smoothed.
In SAFARI-FIP and SAFARI-FIPP this is done by extrapolating the kernels by a firstorder Hermite polynomial, where the coefficients are chosen such that the kernel and
its first derivative become continuous at the truncation points.
In summary, it should be stressed that the evaluation of the wavenumber integrals
is by far the most critical part of the full-wavefield solution technique. Whereas the
depth-dependent Green's function is exact to within the computer accuracy once the
environmental model has been chosen, the integration requires both truncation and
discretisation of the wavenumber interval, a procedure which ij not easily automated
since the significance of the errors introduced is highly dependent on the characteristics of the actual problem. As described above there are remedies available for
reducing the errors to insignificance, but these tools have to be selected carefully,
involving a significant portion of physical knowledge and experience. The best rule
of thumb that can be given for the uoe of this type of model is therefore:
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Never be satisfied with the first result - check the convergence!

4.4. FREQUENCY INTEG.RTION

The last step involved in determining the full pulse response is the evaluation of the
inverse Fourier transform, Eq. (8). This integral has to be evaluated for all field
parameters, ranges, and depths of interest, i.e.
F(r,z,t) =

0 G(r, z,w)e"'t dw.

(124)

Due to the fact that the frequency interval is predetermined by the source spectrum,
i.e. the frequency dependence of S,, the frequency axis is easily truncated and the
Fourier integral is therefore most conveniently evaluated by means of an FFT, i.e.

Frzt= wWjft N-I
'E [G(r,zweij'A ei2j1)

(125)

1=0

where the frequency and time axes have been discretized as follows,
tj = tmin

WZ = wm,~

+ jAt,

l[ = 0, 1... (N - 1),

(126)

I = 0,1...(N - 1),

(127)

+ law,

and the samplings satisfy the relation
AtAw = 2r/N.
Due to the symmetry relation G(r, z, -w)

(128)

= G(r, z, w) it is clear that the time

function F(r, z,t) determined by Eq. (124) is real. In order for the discrete form,
Eq. (125), to yield a real time series it is required that the frequency discretisation,
Eq. (127), be symmetric around w = 0. There are algorithms available, the so-called
real FFT's (RFFT), which take advantage of the symmetry relation of the kernel
sad therefore only require input of G(r, z,w) at the N/2 discrete frequencies
W1 = lAw,

I = 0,1... N/2 - 1,

(129)

and still yield the time series at all N times, Eq. (126). Due to the computational
"savings,the RFFT is always used to evaluate the time series in SAFARI-FIPP.
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Tie discretisation of the frequency axis again introduces wrap-around due to the
limited time window T, which is related to the angular frequency sampling Aw by
T - NAt = 2r/Aw.

(130)

As was the case for the wavenumber integration, the wrap-around can be eliminated
-or at least reduced - in two ways. One way is to smooth the kernel G(r, z, W) by
moving the integration contour, which is the technique called complex frequency integration 136]. The other way is to choose T so large that the whole signal is included
in the time window. Although the first approach definitely has computational advantages, the latter is the one chosen in SAFARI-FIPP. Thi, is due to the transient
nature of wideband signals which makes it much easier to perform a truncation of
the time window than of the range window. No signal can arrive to a receiver at
a higher speed than the fastest wave speed in the problem. This therefore determines the beginning of the time window for which no wrap-around will happen from
earlier times. The length T of the time window is more difficult to determine, but
with some experience in conjunction with convergence tests it becomes relatively
straightforward. One approach is to make an initial calculation with a very long
time window but with a narrow source spectrum. This will of course yield relatively
wide pulses, but the overall arrival structure can be determined; the time window
can then be reduced and the full source spectrum included.
In SAFARI-*IPP it is possible to calculate the pulse responses for many receiver
ranges and depths through a single solution pass, and a fixed start of the time
window is therefore inconvenient. Instead one can choose a 'running' window defined
by
tmin(,) = r/c,.,

(131)

where r is the range and c,. is a constant called the reduction velocity. This constant
has to be large enough that tmn(r) is smaller than the arrival time of the fastest
signal in order to avoid wrap-around. In most applications c,. is conveniently chosen
to be equal to the fastest wave speed in the problem.
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5. Installation of SAFARI
The SAFARI package consists of the three main programs SAFARI-FIPR, SAFARI-FIP
and SAFARI-FIPP and a number of subroutines, most of which are common for the
three main programs.
All output from the SAFARI modules is produced in graphics form, either as standard
curve plc.; or three-dimensional contour plots. The plotting is performed by two
main programs, FIPPLOT and CONTUR, which have to be called after execution of
the calculating programs.
At SACLANTCEN the programs are implemented on an FPS164 Attached Processor
linked to a VAX 8600. The programs are therefore highly vectorised, and a number of
FPS164 library subroutines are used. Apart from these and a few critical subroutines
used for generating the kernel of the Green's function written in APAL64 assembler
plus special subroutines for asynchronous I/O, the codes are written entirely in
FORTRAN 77. A special FORTRAN 77 library with simulations of these special
subroutines is available, however. The codes for the FPS164 and the VAX are
therefore basically identical. The fact that standard FORTRAN 77 has been used
makes installation possible on any computer satisfying the hardware requirements.

5.1. PRECISION REQUIREMENTS

The solution algorithm is stable for any machine precision, but the argument of the
exponential function has to be truncated accordingly, in order to avoid arithmetic
overflow. The maximum argument is set in each of the main programs through the
variable AN. For VAX single precision a value of 65 is used, whereas 300 is used for
64-bit machines such as the FPS164 and the CRAY.
Although the actual precision has no influence on the stability, it affects the dynamic
range of the results, but double precision will only be required in very special cases.
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5.2. MUBMORY RBQUIREMBNTS

The codes will run in their default version on any machine with more than 250 k
words of memory, where one word corresponds to a real number in the actual precision. It is, however, possible to reduce the array sizes to allow installation on
machines with less memory. The array sizes are basically controlled by three parameters defined in most subroutines. If changes are made, they therefore must be
made in all source files. The parameters are:
NLA: Maximum number of layers in environmental model, including the upper and
lower halfspaces. The default is NLA = 24.
NP: Maximum number of wavenumber samples. In SAFARI-FIPP NP is also the
maximum allowed number of frequency samples. Due to the use of an RFFT
for the frequency/time transform, the corresponding maximum number of
time samples is 2NP. The default is NP = 4096.
NIRD: Maximum number of source and receiver depths. The default is NRD = 1001.
It is obvious that the array sizes may also be increased by any amount allowed by
the available hardware.

5.3. SOURCE FILES

The main programs are placed in separate source files, but the subroutines have
been grouped together in a few relatively large files according to their use. In the
following the source files and their contents are described.

SJEFIPRJO.FOR The reflection coefficient program SAFARI-FIPR version 3.0,
which uses the SAFARI solution technique to determine the reflection coefficients
of any horizontally stratified fluid/solid halfspace. The implemented output options
are

"*Modulus and phase as function of grazing angle for a selected number of
frequencies.
"* Modulus and phase as function of frequency for a selected number of grazing
angles.

"* Modulus contoured vs frequency and grazing angle.
"* There is a choice between calculation of the P-P reflection coefficient and the
P-SV redction coefficient. The last, of course, only have meaning for a solid

upper halfspace.
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SJEFIP30.FOR
The transmission loss program SAFARI-FIP version 3.0, which for
a singl fequency solves the wave !'quation for a horisontally stratified environment.
The output is controlled by a number of options. Some of the features are
9 Solid, liquid or vacuum isovelocity layers and half spaces. Variable velocity
allowed in fluid layers.
* Interface roughness (all interface types).
* Cylindrical or plane geometry.
* Multiple sources (vertical line arrays).
* Multiple receivers.
e Calculation of normal stress (pressure in fluids).
* Calculation of vertical particle velocities.
* Calculation of horizontal particle velocities.
* Deph averaging of calculated field properties.
* Range/depth contouring of field properties.
* Complex integration contour for use in lossless cases.

SJEFIPP30.FOR The pulse program SAFARI-FIPP version 3.0, which solves the
wave equation for a horizontally stratified environment at a selected number of
frequencies. Some of the features are
* Solid, liquid or vacuum isovelocity layers and half spaces. Variable velocity
allowed in fluid layers.
iterface roughness.
* Cylindrical or plane geometry.
* Multiple sources (vertical line arrays).
* Multiple receivers.
e Several choices of source pulse shapes.
e Synthetic hydrophone signals.
* Synthe*t
. 4cke,.

4:ismogrums. These can be plotted separately for each receiver or
- stacking can be performed in either range or depth.

* Dispersion curves for normal modes.
e Dispersion curves for seismic interface waves.
* Complex

ration contour.
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FIPPLOT.FOR The main program FIPPLOT, which performs all plotting of results
except for contour plots. FIPPLOT is based on the DISSPLA plotting system. The
plot data are transfered through two files. One file contain titles, labels, auit Umits
etc. This file is i formatted file and the default values can be changed by the user.
The other file is a formatted file which contains the data for plotting.
CONTJR.FOR The main program and associated subroutines, which perform the
contour plotting optionally using a DISSPLA compatible plotting package or the
raster package UNIVAS. The two-file interface to the calculating programs is also
used here.
FIPPSJE30.FOR

High-level subroutines used by all programs.

FIPTSJE30.FOR High-level subroutines used by SAFARI-FIP.
FIPRSJE30.FOR

Subroutines used only by SAFARI-FIPR.

FIPSSJE30.FOR Lower-level subroutines used by all programs, i.e. basically all
subroutines involved in determining the depth-dependent Green's functions.
FIPUSJE30.FOR
plot files.

Subroutines used by all programs for generation of printout and

Subroutines simulating the APMATH64 library of the FPS164
APMATHSIM.FOR
Attached Processor. Also contains FORTRAN equivalents to those subroutines,
which in the FPS164-version are written in APAL64 assembler.

5.4. COMPILING THE

SAFARI CODES

The compilation is straightforward, since no special options are needed. Thus for
VAX/VMS,
$ FOR/LIST SJIF1P30
0 FOB/LIST SI1FIPP30
$ FOB/LIST S311IPI30

S1F01/LIST FIPPLOT

$ FOR/LIST COMAVI
$ F10/LIST FIlPS J330
$ FOB/LIST FIPS13130

$ FOILIST F

3PISJ30

-
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S FonULIsT FIPTSJ33O
S FOIL/LZST FIPUSJ130

8 FOR/LIST APNATISIN

For convenience the subroutines are placed in two libraries:
S LI•iCHATK APHATS64 APNATISIN
S LIDI/CRIATI SAFLID FIPPSJE30.FIPSSJi30,FIPTSJ&IO,F!PUSJK30, VIPISJK30

The compilation of SAFARI for the FPS164 is described in Appendix A.

5.5. LINKING THE SAFARI CODES

The linking of the five executable modules is performed as follows under VAX/VMS:
$ LINK/ZIVsTAIFIP30 SJUIP30, SAFLIB/LXI,APNATNS4/LID
$ LINK/1I1wVAIFIPP30 SJZFIPP30,SALIB/IDB,1APNATN4/LIB
SLINK/EI=VAIFIPR30 SJKFIPR3o0,SAFLTD/LIB,APNATN64/LIB
$ LINK FIPPLOTDISSPLA/LID
$ LINZ CONMTUDISSPLA/LID,UNIRAS/LID

where DISSPLA.OLB is a library containing the DISSPLA subroutines; UNIRAS.OLB
is the UNIRAS library if available. If UNIRAS is not available, the call to the subroutine MAINRAS in the main program included in CONTUR.FOR must be removed.
DISSPLA can of course be exchanged with any other plotting system available.
The linking of SAFARI for the FPS164 is described in Appendix A.

5.6

RUNNING THE

SAFARI CODES

The programs are now ready to run. On the VAX it is most convenient to make one
command file with parameter input for each program:
FIPR.COM
$
$
s
s

ASSIGN/3U83
ASSIGI/lSU
Assion/usn
AssINIUSO

'P1'.DIT
'P1'.PLP
'P1'.PLT
,PI'.CDR

F01001
F01019
F01020
F711028
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* ASSIGN/USER 'PP .BDI F0R029
RUN VAIFIPI3O
* ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.PLP FOR019
* ASSIqN/USER 'PI.PLT FOX02O
$
s
$
$

RUN FIPPLOT
ASSIGN/USER P1'.CDR mO1oss
ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.DDR FO1017
RUN CONTR

ICONTOUR DATA FILE
I EXECUTE SAFARI-FIPl
IASSIGN PLOT FILES TO
!LOGICAL NAMES USED BY FIPPLOT
!KIECUTE FIPPLOT
IASSIGN CONTOUR FILES TO
ILOGICAL MAKES USED BY CONTUR
!EKIECUTE CONTUR

FIP.COM
$ ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.DAT F01001
$ ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.PLP FOR019
$ ASSIGN/USER 'PI.PLT FOR020
$ ASSIGN/USER 'P1 .CDR FOR028
$ ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.BDR FO029
S RUN TAXFIP30
$ ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.PLP FOR019
$ ASSIGN/USER 'P1s.PLT F01020

IINPUT DATA FILE
!PLOT PARAMETERS (FIPPLOT)
!PLOT DATA FILE (FIPPLOT)

$
$
$
$

!EXECUTE FIPPLOT
!ASSIGN CONTOUR FILES TO
ILOGICAL NAMES USED BY CONTUR
!EXECUTE CONTUR

RUN FIPPLOT
ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.CDR 1OO55
ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.BDR 10017
RUN CONTUR

KCONTOUR PLOT PARAMETERS
!'.ONTOUK DATA FILE
IEXECUTE SAFARI-FIP
!ASSIGN PLOT FILES TO
ILOGICAL NAMES USED DY FIPPLOT

FIPP.COM
$
$
$
$

ASSIGN/USER
ASSIGN/USER
ASSIGN/USER
ASSIGN/USER

S
$
$
S
$

ASSIGN/USER 'P1'.BDD
FO0O29
RUN VAXFIPP30
ASSIGN/USER 'PI'.PLP FOR019
ASSIGN/USER 'P1'.PLT FO1020
RUN FIPPLOT

'P1'.DAT
'P1.9LP
'Pl'.PLT
'PI'.CDI

FOR001
FO019
FOR020
F01028

IXNPUT DATA FILE
IPLOT PARAMETERS (FIPPLOT)
!PLOT DATA FILE (FIPPLOT)
ICONTOUR PLOT PARINETERS
ICONTOUR DATA FILE
!EXECUTE SAFARI-FIPP
!ASSIGN PLOT FILES TO
ILOGICAL NAMES USED BY FIPPLOT
!EIECUTE FIPPLOT

The command fies shown here of course have to be extended with the definition
of the proper directories. However, this is installation dependent and therefore not
included here. The preparation of command files for running SAFARI on the FPS164
is described in Appendix A. Details on running FIPPLOT and CONTUR are given
in Appendixes B and C respectively.
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Assume that a Me INPUT.DAT has been prepared for SAFARI-FIP. The user then
only needs to give the command
* WIP INPUT

and the program will run. All files related to the actual run will have the same
names except for the extensions. Similarly in bqtch:
S 31511T FIP/PAIRANaINPUT
The preparation of input files is described separately for the different SAFARI modules in the following sections.

-
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0. Running SAFARI-FIPR
The SAFARI-FIPR module calculates the plane-wave reflection coefficients for an arbitrarily stratified fluid/solid halfspace. The layer above the interface of interest
should be replaced by an infinite halfspace with the properties existing just above
the interface. The code will then automatically place a compressional line source
in the upper halfspace and, for each selected grazing angle and frequency, use the
global niatrix technique to calculate the complex amplitude of the resulting upgoing
plane wave in the upper halfspace. The complex reflection coefficient then follows directly by division with the complex amplitude at the interface of the incoming wave
produced by the source. The complex reflection coefficient Ro is most conveniently
displayed as modulus IRcI and phase tan1- (Im[Rc]/Re[Rcl). In underwater acoustics it is common, however, to represent the modulus by the corresponding reflection
loss defined by
RdB = -20 log IRc
and this is the parameter displayed in the graphic output produced by SAFARI-FIPR.
The results are presented in graphic form as curve plots showing the dependence of
the reflection loss and phase shift as function of either grazing angle or frequency.
Further, there is an optional choice of reflection loss contours vs grazing angle and
frequency.
All inputs to SAFARI-FIPR are read from the file currently assigned to the logical file
FOROO1. Before running the program the user has to assign the file containing the
input data to this logical name. It is most convenient to include this assignment in
a general command file also a"signing file names to the logical names of the output
files, as described in Subsect. 5.6.
In the following the preparation of the input files will be discussed in detail followed
by an outline of the necessary numerical considerations.

-
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4.1. INPUT FIlMS FOR

SAFARI-FIPR

The Input data are structured in 9 blocks. The first 5 blocks, shown In Table 2,
specify the title, options, environmental parameters, together with the desired grasIng angle and frequency sampling. The last 4 blocks, outlined in Table 3, contain
axis specifications for the graphical output. Some of these blocks should always be
Included and others only if certain options have been specified. The single blocks
and parameters are described in detail in the following.

Table 2

Parameters of SAFARI-FIPR input files: Calculation sad environmental parameters
Parameter

Units

Limits

title of run

-

<80 chat.

output options

-

< 40 char.

IL:

number of layers, ind. halfspaces

-

XL > 2

D:
CC:
CS:
IC:
IS:
30:
It:
CL:

depth of interface
compressional speed
shear speed
compressional attenuation
shear attenuation
density
rms value of Interface roughne.ss
correlation length of roughness

m
m/s
m/0
dB/A
dB/A

CC > 0

Block
I

II
III

IV

V

TITLI:
optl opt2 ... :

9/com

-

3

AC 2! 0
As > 0
0
I0
-

m

CL > 0

His
HS

IVOD:

minimum frequency
maximum frequency
number of frequencies
plot output increment

PRIM > 0
MlI > 0
>1
2!U
>
0

INIM,
ANRM:
SAN:
NMI:

minimum graing angle
maximum grazing angle
number of grauing angles
plot output increment

deg
deg

111M1:
FI•At:
lit:
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Table 3
Parameters of SAFARI-FIPR input files: Plot parameters
Block
VIl

VII 2

VII13

IX 4

Parameter

Units

Limits

ALEF:
ALIG:
ALEN"
AINC:

left border of angle axis
right border of angle axis
length of angle axis
distance between tick marks

deg
deg
cm
deg

-

ALEN > 0
AINC > 0

RAL:
IRAIP:
KFLN:
RIIN:

lower border of R-loss axis
upper border of R-loss axis
length of loss and phase axes
R-loss axis tick mark interval

dB
dB
cm
dB

RILN > 0
IFIN
.
> 0

FLEF:
FnIG:
FLEN:
FINC:

left border of frequency axis
right border of frequency axis
length of frequency axis
distance between tick marks

Hz
Hs
cm
Hz

FLEU > 0
FINC > 0

RILO:
L.UP:
KILN:
DFIN:

lower border of R-loss axis
upper border of R-loss &xis
length of loss and phase axes
R-loss axis tick mark interval

dB
dB
cm
dB

RILN > 0
FIIN > 0

ALEF:
AILG:
ALEN:
AINC:

left border of angle axis
right border of angle axis
length of angle axis
distance between tick marks

deg
deg
cm
deg

71L0:
FnUP:
OCLN:
NTKN:

lowor border of frequency axis
upper border of frequency axis
length of one octave
number of tick marks per octave

Hz
Hz
cm

ZIIIN:
ZEAL:
ZINC:

minimum contour level
maximum contour level
contour level increment

dB
dB
dB

ZINC > 0

VLEF:
TRIG:
VLEN:
VINC:

wave speed at left border
wave speed at right border
length of wave speed axis
wave speed tick mark distance

m/s
m/s3
cm
m/s

VLEN > 0
VINC > 0

DVUP:
DVLO:
DVLN:
DVIN:

depth
deptQt
length
depth

m
m
cm
m

DVLN > 0
DVIN > 0

s Only for I7OU > 0.

at upper border
at lower border
of depth axis
axis tick mark interval

2 Only for NAO0 > 0.

-
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ALEN > 0
AINC > 0
71L0
FIUP
OCLN
1
NTKN

> 0
> 0
> 0
> 0

for option C. 4 Only for option Z.
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B~~OOK
DX
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-OVRNMENTAL-:DATA

:NL
'D(I) :CC(I) CS(I) AC(1) AS(1) ftD(1)R() CL(1I
D(2
~Z2)CS(2) AC(2) AS(2) ROM2 RG(2) CL(
D(NL)CC(NL)CS(NL)AC(ML)&S(NL)RO(NL)Rrv(NL)CL.(NL).

XL:

.N~umnber of layers, incldn

uprnd ,h !owej
halfipaces. These should always be included, even
in cases -where they are Vacuum. In this,regardAi
dis
should be noted, that the refiection coecet
alway's caklculted for the. uper.MOS Wferfae
:with *h0:~o~~e
en
dowad
acepa~
PuteupeThi
PWa*e
going Plant.Floe 4oob au
bafpce. 4s81herfr
"OD: Deth: In m of upper: boundar of layer o
arbitrarily, and Do is allowe to be etive
_br
lyer. no. ,ie the: Uppe halfp ce, this.

I=.)

Veloci~ty C. of Copeioa waVe nr/.I
speidfed to 0.0,: thf lay'er or haifapace is v
Velocity 4 ofsbeoz wa`Vt In rn/s. in order t
be physically meaningfulit is require that
.0~ 't;e Jayar.o
seiidt
C
¶c.
:the

4WCO

monrsulonal velocity a~t the botto of the.
ct~ aewhich is treateda, Bluid with l/ct)
varin linearly with depth.
Attenuat ion 47c, of comp.re~ssonal waves in OB/Ai.
If the layer is fluid, and A(C( is specified: as 0.0,
then an empirical water attenuation imused.
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ABO
Ateuaion~.ofshat waves in: 4B/A. 109r the.
attenuation$ to, be physi ly meP nfal ti
required thit

...

go()

..

R..
GQ

Density. p in g/cr 3
EMS roughne$s 0 ntzace it m11 (.)
durniy.If R> 0the. Kircof prxmtn
i4 U604 for the s-cattering: ossIie C:L-.
.

I~AU
cattring ýtheory
fut It. fsý o6yW
plcbl
sMAH. rougbneases and large Cor. at1 leiiths
-To -invoke.the Wid non.Klchf %'cmt~nltG
must be+specified ýequal to theA00 vvv+tive
M.n
* roughness, Le 10 < 0
0 t) Correlation length of roughess i nTi
parameter is only required if

auonKirchhoff.

scattering has been selected, ime. Ro < 0.
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AlIways

R~qfieu~'dSyutiz:I

URx freqenc inA .Q
-TOXJ
:*A#.]R

Miamuxm frequenc y in Us.
Naiumbr f frequendyi k
tIRR~
wnbr o frquencis (~1.If the contour
op ton C a pcfied the samles will be placed
eq*1idstantly on a logarithbmnic frequncy axis;
oth iwie the sabapfing will be equdistntn
. .. ...
linear -frequency axis.
VPt~If V11OU >
kt of relection loss (sad
phase shift ifoption P was chosen.) as functionL
of grasing angle it generated for each )FOIU
:freqtency. If XFQU
0 no' plots- as function of
graziing ange will be+producedi
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~LQ~X
V
Acquied
Syntax
Porn

-

~AZLNGAXOLEDATA*
Aw~ays
AMIN AMAX MNA? MAOtJ
Free
AMIIN,
A1KAX:
XRAN:
WAOU;

Minimum grazing eagle ii4 degrees,
Maximu~m grazing angle in dege.
Nuamber. of
pnlsi.
if NAOU. >:. 04a plot of resiertion lops (and phase
ýshift: if option F was chsen) .".unction:of::
frequency is produced .for:!ea~ch MAOU angl;X
NAQU
(I no. plot of roftction: lost a$ huic*I19W
of fiequoncy: are generated.:-
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?LOCK
VI
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/

-PLOTDATA

fIXPU
RV

LEFLECTIONw LOSS AND PHASEYV

> 0

ALE! AKIG AMEI AINC
...ALO RAtJP.RALN RAIN

ALE!:

Grazing angle in degrees corresponding to left:
border of plots.

'ARIG.:

Pight border of grazing angle axis.

ALEE:
:,.AlXC:

Length of angle axis'in cm.
fiD14.tce in degrees between tick .4.
o3n11
grmazng aingle axis.
Reflecto loss in dB correspoding to lower

AALl:ý

border

plot. For phase shift plots. the phase
angle aXIS Wilg automaticaillYcy"~.oe the iuotrvaU
MW:
RMLN
AAXX:

of

-l~~
t jQOThi tteival ;am, however, +be
qchansed as decibed in Appendix
Uper borderin dB.
Lent if reilect~ion, loss and phase hf xsi
CM.
Distance in dB between tick. marks for toss axis.
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POTDATA./RF~TIN
-BaQUV~NCY.

Q

NP: M~AU: VS,

.2
ke~ui~d,

If NAOV > 0
FLEF: FRIG FLEX PINC
RFLO:REUP RELY REIV
Ibrm~t:Free
FLEP:

Requency in Hz qorireepqiRn t
f border ot
plots.
flI1tight border, frequenty axis,
Z*A*.XP: Length -v freuecy aais in;c
PING:. Distance.,
R e~tween tcmakofrqncy
RFLQ:

Reflection loss. in' dBmtot~reponxdigý to 4o0m
border .of plot.ý For pas~ltpo.tpae
angle aldswill autoaia
!W co~rteItra
~18~
t 100. thl~o
overa~uj,:)QOV,
ých ned.asý dsrbed hi Am.nix~
tippe&1ovderfVs
c on ls. ais i d&,
RFLN z Lent oftiecution loss and pae hf xai
CM.
REIN Disac
ewent -n4
maxk, on lIsQ$
h
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:W11 .... PLOT DATA

/ANGLE-FREQUENCY

CONTOURS

If option C was specified.
Required.
Synax:ALEF *ARG ALEN AINC
FILIO FRUlP OCLN XTKM
MNIN ZMAX ZINC
bee
Ibrwat:
Descriptkon:
ALEF: Grazing angle in degrees corresponding to left
border of contour plots.
AUIG: Right border of grazing angle axis on contour
plot.
ALEX: Length of grazing angle axis In cm.
AINC: Distance in degrees between tick marks on axigli
ax-is.
FIL:hequency in Hs corresponding to lower border of
plot; Since the frequency axis wiil be ljogwArituucj
FRLO > 0.

OROP:
OLN :
1EIC:
ZNXN:
ZMAXI:
ZINC,

Frequency corresponding to upper border of plot.
Size paranieter tpeaiymis 5 nme
fc per
octave on frequenty axis,
Number of tick marks per octave.
Lower limit in d13 of reffection. loss interval for
Which contour lines are to be plotted.
tUpper limit in dB of reflection' loss interval for
which conktou~r lines arlb to be potd.
Distance in dB between. contour lines.

SACANTIN
R-Il6
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I4O2.' D A

/VELOCITY PZFL

2,

If option Z was. "pcified i

lc

I

XLVLO .:DGVLSI OVtI

--

LEF:

Left border value of velqcity ip to/si..

VRIG: Right border value ofvlciyn /.
VLKR
Legth of veoit .Qia
^M-AcM.
VIECDitane
btwee tik mrksin /s
DVUP
Depth at upper border ofplot i m.
D"vLQ0 Depth, 414: l~owr. bder-a
ofPlo n
P.VUN
Len~tbh of.depth: en. jA~
cm
DVIII * DI~atece in. mbtentc
ar.o
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6.2. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Since the determination of plane-wave reflection coefficients does not involve any numerical evaluation of integral transforms, the only numerical problem is related to
the discretization of the environmental model. When modeling real data where only
a few environmental data are known, it is obvious that the model has to be re-run
several times in order to fit a discrete stratified model. On the other hand the accuracy requirementi are very limited, and there are no purely numeric considerations
involved. This is, however, the case when the SAFARI-FIPR reflection coefficients
have to be compared to those obtained by other numerical models, which is very
common in relation to the verification of new algorithms. Some reflection coefficient
codes, e.g. those based on finite differences, assume a linearly varying sound velocity profile between the sampling points, v, hereas SAFARI assumes either isovelocity
layers or a sound speed varying non-linearly between the sampling points, Eq. (5).
It is therefore necessary that the number of profile sampling points is so large that
the differences between the interpolation techniques has insignificant effect on the
calculated sound field. It is not possible to giv - any specific rules in this regard since
the effect depends on the frequencies and grazing angles of interest. If ibovelocity
layers are used to represent the profile, a layer thickness of j.A will usually be sufficient. For the inhomogeneous fluid layers, however, the thickness can be chosen
much larger. In any case the profile discretization should be controlled by checking
the convergence.

6.s. SAFARI-FIFR EXAMPLES

In this section a few characteristic examples will be given of the use of SAFARI-FIPR
for determining plane-wave reflection coefficients. The examples here have been
chosen from underwater acoustics, but problems from seismology and ultrasonics
are treated in an identical manner. Several other examples can be found in [20-27].
The environment considered in the present, and in all following examples for the
transmission loss and pulse models, is characterized by a watcr depth of 100 m and
a bottom consisting of a silt layer of 20 m thickness overlying a homogeneous sub.,
bottom of coarse sand. The material properties of the bottom are given in Table 4.
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Table 4
Material parameters for ocean bottom
Wave speed

Layer

Silt
Sand

Attenuation

Thickness

.
vY

Density

P

H

c

cc
,

(m)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(dB/A)

(dB/A)

(g/cm3 )

20.0

1600
1800

400
600

0.2
0.1

0.5
0.2

1.8
2.0

00

a 6.3.1. SAFARI-FIPR case 1: Reflection coefficients vs grazing angle
This test case concerns the determination of the plane-wave reflection coefficient of
the ocean bottom as function of grazing angle at a single frequency of 50 Hs. The
data file is given in Table 5.
When running SAFARI-FIPR with the above data file, 3 plots are produced (Fig. 6).
Figure 6a shows the calculated reflection loss with the velocity profile plot inserted.
Note that the loss is very small for grazing anglem le"s than the criti'a! ang16 for the
sub-bottom, 0,2 = cos- 1 (1500/1800) = 33.60. At a frequency of 50 Hz no significant
transition happens at the sediment critical angle, 0e1 = cos-I (1500/1600) = 20.4*.
The main effect of the low shear speeds is the non-vanishing reflection loss at grazing
angles smaller than critical. Figure 6b shows the associated phase shift as function
of grazing angle. Again the transition at the sub-bottom critical angle is apparent. Here it should be noted that no phase unwrapping is performed; therefore the
discontinuous behaviour at 33.60 in fact represents a 3600 phase change.
a 6.3.2. SAFARI-FIPR case 2: Loss contours vs frequency and angle
In this example we calculate the reflection loss as a function of grazing angle over
4 frequency octaves from 20 to 320 Hz and generate a contour plot. The environment
is the same as case 1, and the data file is given in Table 6.
The contour plot generated by SAFARI-FIPR for this case is shown in Fig. 7a. Figure 7b shows the plot obtained when the contour program CONTUR is re-run with
the UNIRAS option, as described in Appendix C. The dark areas indicate high loss,
the light ones low loss. Note that the contour levels have been changed to a spacing
of 2 dB in Fig. 7b.
Note that 4t the low frequencies the reflection properties are dominated by the
critical angle 0c2 = 33.6' of the sub-bottom, whereas for the higher frequencies
a series of 'resonance ridges' of high loss appear, asymptotically approaching the
sediment critical angle, 0,1 = 20.4'. This behaviour is typical for layered media.
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Table 5
SAFARI-FPPR case 1 data file
Data file

Description

SAIFI-FIPIL case 1
Pz
3
0 1600 0 0 0 1 0
0 1600 400 0.2 0.6 1.8 0
20 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
so s0 1 1
0 90 181 0
0 90 20 30
0 16 12 6
0 2000 10 1000
-20 40 10 20

title
options: P - phase plot, Z - velocity profile
number of layers
layer I (upper halfspace, water)
layer 2 (sediment)
layer 3 (sub-bottom)
frequency 50 Hs, NFOU = 1
angle interval 0 to 90*, 181 samples
angle axis for plots
loss axis for plots
velocity axis for profile plot
depth axis for profile plot

Notes

1,2
3
4
4
5
5,6
6
6

I In order to obtain plots of the phase shift in addition to the default plot of the reflection
loss, option P has been specified.
2 Option Z is specified to get a plot of the velocity profile. This option requires that the
axis specifications are given at the end of the data file. In the present case the profile
is plotted from a depth 20 m above the bottom to 40 m below.
3 Note that the 100 in thick water column has been replaced by an infinite halfspace
with the properties of the water. For convenience the ocean bottom has been selected
as origin for the depth axis. This is, however, arbitrary, and 100 m could be added to
all depths without influencing the results.
4 Since both interfaces are plane the rms roughness is specified as 0 in all cases, and the
correlation lengths have been omitted.
' By specifying IFOU = 1, plots of the reflection data as a function of grasing angle will
be produced for each frequency, in this case of course only one. NA00 = 0 indicates
that no plots of reflection loss as a function of frequency are requested.
o The reflection coefficient will be calculated in 181 equidistantly-spaced points in the
angular interval 0 to 90', and the plots will show the reflection loss and phase shift
over the whole interval. The loss axis is specified to cover the interval 0 to 15 dB.
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REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
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Fig. 6. Results for SAFARI-F IPR case 1: (a) reflection loss as function of gtaxing angle, with velocity
profile Insetted; (b) phase shift as function of grazing angle
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Table 6
SAFARI-FIPR case 2 data file
Data file

Description

SAFARI-FIPI case 2
C
3
0 1500 0 0 0 1 0

title
option C - contour plot of reflection loss
number of layers
layer I (upper halfspace, water)

0 1600 400 0.2 0.5 1.8 0
20 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
20 320 41 0
0 90 181 0
0 90 20 30
20 320 3 1
1 10 1

layer 2 (sediment)
layer 3 (sub-bottom)
frequency interval 20 to 320 Hz, 41 samples
angle interval 0 to 900, 181 samples
angle axis for contour plot
frequency axis fo, contour plot
contour levels

Notes

1

2
2
3
3
4

1 Option C is spec'fied to create a contour plot of the reflection loss vs angle and frequency.
When option C is selected, the 41 selected frequency samples are placed equidistantly
on a logarithmic frequency axis. The sampling in angle is the same as above, but note
that both NFOU and NAOU have been set to 0 in order to disable the creation of the
normal curve plots produced in case 1.
3 The parameters for the angle axis are given exactly as for the curve plots in case 1.
However, for the logarithmic frequency axis the total length of the axis is not specified.
t
is given in cm, here 3 cm. The tick marks are controlled
Instead the length of one crave
by the last parameter in the line, in this case one tick mark per octave is plotted.
4 The last liae i-i the data file specifies that contour lines are to be plotted for each I dB
in the interval I to 10 dB.
2
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SAFARI-FIPR case 2.
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SAFARI-FIPR case 2.
F~.7. Result. for SAFARI-FIPR case 2: (a) contour plot of reflection lose as
function of grating angle and frequency produced by the DISSPLA package;
(b) contour plot produced by UN IRAS.
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m 6.3.3. SAFARI-FIPR case 3: Reflection loss at rough ice layer
The last example of using SAFARI-FIPR concerns the determination of the reflection
loss appearing at a randomly rough ice layer. This problem from arctic acoustics
is included for two purposes. First of all it illustrates how to include the effect of
interface roughness in the calculations. Secondly it is an example of a problem where

the environment has to be turned upside down as SAFARI-FIPR always places the
source in the upper halfspace.
It is assumed that an ice layer of average thickness 3.9 m covers a water column with
a constant soand speed of 1500 m/s. The free surface of the ice layer is stochastically
rough with an rms elevation of 0.6 m. The underside of the ice has an rms roughness

Table 7
SAFARI-FIPR case 3a data file
Data file

Description

SAFARI-FIPI case 3a
N
3
0 1500 0 0 0 1 0
0 3000 1600 1.0 2.5 0.9 1.9
3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6
1 50 60 0
10 10 1 1
0 50 20 10
0 0.2 12 0.1

title
option N - normal reflection loss
number of layers
layer ! (upper haifspace, water)
layer 2 (ice layer)
layer 3 (vacuum)
frequency interval 1 to 50 Hz, 50 samples
angle interval 100, 1 sample.
frequency axis for plot
loss axis for plot

Notes

1
2
3
4
5
5
6
6

1 Option N me, s that the default reflection loss is to be calculated. This opdion need
not to be specified, but the option field should always be represented by one line, which
in this case could be empty.
The environment has been turned upside down. Therefore the upper halfspace is water.
Note that the depth and roughness parameters are dummy for the upper halfspace,
the depth of the first interface and its roughness data should be given together with
the material properties of the first real layer, i.e. layer 2.
3 The roughness of the water/ice interface is specified to be 1.9 m. Since this is a
positive number, the correlation length is assumed to be infinite and has therefore
been omitted. The scattering theory based on the Kirchhoff approximation will be
applied in this case.
4 The roughness of the free ice surface is specified to be 0.6 m, again
the correlation
length is infinite.
5 The frequency interval is chosen to be 1 to 50 Hz, and since the contour option C was
not selected, the 50 samples will be placed equidistantly on a linear frequency axis.
The calculation is to be performed at only one grazing angle, NANG = 1 and NAOU = 1.
T
n contrast to the case for the contour plot, the frequency axis is here linear, and the
parameters are given in the usual way.
2
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of 1.9 m. Initially the correlation length is assumed to be infinite. The ice has a
compressional velocity of cc = 3000 m/s, a shear velocity of c, = 1600 m/s and a
density of 0.9 g/cm3. The compressional and shear attenuations are 1.0 dB/A and
2.5 dB/A, respectively. The data file given in Table 7 is set up to calculate the
reflection loss as function of fiequency at a fixed grazing angle of 100.
The resulting plot of the reflection loss as function of frequency is shown in Fig. 8a.
Note the expected increase in the loss with increasing frequency. Now assume that
the correlation length for the roughness of the water/ice interface is 40 m, and not
infinite as above. Then the data file would look as shown in Table 8. As can be
observed, the data file is identical to the one above except for the line stating the
environmental data for the ice layer.

Table 8
SAFARI-FIPR case 3b data file
Data file

Description

JIFLII-FIPR case 3b
N
3
0 1600 0 0 0 1 0
0 3000 1600 1.0 2.5 0.9 -1.9 40
3.9 0 0 0 0 0 0.6
1 50 s0 0
10 10 1 1
0 60 20 10
0 0.2 12 0.1

title
option N - normal reflection loss
number of layers
layer I (upper halispace, water)
layer 2 (ice layer)
layer 3 (vacuum)
frequency interval 1 to 50 Hz, 50 samples
angle interval 100, 1 sample
frequency axis for plot
loss axis for plot

Notes

1 By specifying the negative rms value of the roughness, the non-Kirchhoff acattering
theory will be applied, and in this case the correlation length (40 m) has to be given
as a last number in the same line.

The resulting reflection-loss curve is shown in Fig. 8b. There is a significant effect of
the finite correlation length in the actual frequency interval, but at higher frequencies
the non-Kirchhoff result will approach the Kirchhoff result. More examples treating
interface roughness can be found in [24,251.
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REFLECTION COEFFICIENT
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Fig. 8. Results for SAFARI-FIPR case 3: (a) reflectior loss at rough ice layer as function of frequency
at grazing angle 10% correlation length L = oo;
(b) reflection loss at rough ice layer as function of
frequency at grazing angle 10%, correlation length
L
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The SAFARI-FIP module performs single-frequency calculation of the total wavefield
at any number of depths and ranges for either a single compressional source or a
vertical phased source array. In both cases the sources may be either point sources
or line sources, yielding axisymmetric and plane fields, respectively.
In the case of a single source in a fluid me, ium, the source strength S, is normalized
to yield a pressure of 1 Pa at 1 m distance from the source. For both a compressional source and a point force in a solid medium the source strength is normalized
to yield a normal stress a., of 1 Pa, 1 m below the source. The graphical results
are always given in dB and for the pressure or normal stress they therefore directly
correspond to the standard definition of the transmission loss. For the phased arrays, the source strength of each individual source is divided by the total number
of sources in o.der to get a maximum level in the generated beams which is independent of the number of sources. It is common in both underwater acoustics and
seismology to measure particle velocities by means of geophones, and these parameters are therefore included as optional outputs. Since the particle velocities are
vector varamters depending not only on the receiver position but also on the direction, there is no logical 'transmission loss' definition as in the case of the scalar
pressure. In the graphical output these parameters are therefore given directly in
dB relative to 1 m/s for a source strength of 1 Pa at 1 m distalLce. Thus the dB
values for pressure and particle velocity will in general be offset with respect to each
other. For a plane wave in a fluid with density p and sound speed co, the offset is
determined by the relation between pressure p and particle velocity v, IpI = pcclvl,
i.e. approximately 123 dB for water.
For all parameters the output is available both as standard curve plots vs depth or
range and as contour plots showing the field variation in both depth and range.
All inpuOs to SAFARI-FIP are read from the file currently assigned to the logical file
FOR001. Before running the program the user has to assign the file containing the
input data to this logical name. The most convenient approach is to include this
assignment in a general command file which also assigns file names to the logical
names of the output files as described in Subsect. 5.6.
A successful use of SAFARI-FIP is highly dependent on how the parameters are
specified, in particular those related to the truncation and discretization of the
horizontal wavenumber interval. We will therefore in the following first describe the
preparation of the input files in detail and then outline some important numerical
considerations.
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Table 9
Parameters of SAFARI-FIP input files: Calculation and environmental parameters
Block
TITLE :

I
II
III

optl opt2 ... :
FLEQ:
COFF:

Units

title of run

-

<80 char.

output options

-

< 40 char.

Hz
dB/A

> 0
COFF > 0

-

NL > 2

source frequency
integration contour offset

IV

NL:

number of layers, incl. halfspaces

"v

D:
CC:
CS:
AC:
IS:
10:
AG:
CL:
SD:

depth of interface
compressional speed
shear speed
compressional attenuation
shear Mttenuation
density
rms value of interface roughness
correlation length of roughness
source deptli (uolean Io

NS:
DS:
IN:
IA:
FD:

number of sources in array
vertical scurce spacing
grazing angle of beam
array type
focal depth of beam

VI

VII

VIII

NDI:
RD2:
Ni:
it:
CHIN:
CNAI:
IN:
ICI:
IC2:

7.1. INPUT FILES FOR

Limits

Parameter

depth of first receiver
depth of last receiver
number of receivers
plot output increment
minimum phase velocity
maximum phase velocity
number of wavenumber samples
first sampling point
last sampling point

In

-

M/s
m/s
dB/A
dB/A
g/cm3

CC > 0
-

AC > 0
IS > 0
1O > 0

In

m

m
deg
In

M.
m
-

CL > 0
-ray)
NS > 0
DS > 0
-

I <_ IL < 5
FD 6 SD
tD2 > ID1
Ni > 0
>i 0
Ž

m/s
r/s

CHIN > 0

-

NW = 2 A
IC1 > 1
IC2 < KN

---

-

SAFARI-FIP

The input data are structured in 13 blocks. The first eight, shown in Table 9,
specify the title, options, frequency, environmental parameters, source and receiver
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geometry, and finally the wavenumber sampling parameters.

The last 5 blocks,

outlined in Table 10, contain axis specifications for the graphical output. Some of
these blocks should always be included and others only if certain options have been
specified. The single blocks and parameters are described in detail in the following.

Table 10
Parameters of SAFARI-FIP input files: Plot parameters

IX

Units

UINC:

minimum range on plots
maximum range on plots
length of x-axis for all plots
distance between tick marks

km
kmcm
km

TIN:
THAI:
TLEN:
TINC:

minimum transmission loss
maximum transmission loss
length of vertical TL axes
distance between tick marks

dB
dB
cm
dB

TLEN > 0
TINC > 0

DCUP:
DCLO:
DCLN:
DCIN:

minimum depth for plots
maximum depth for plots
length of depth axis
distance between tick marks

mI
m
cm
m

DCLN > 0
DCIN > 0

ZMIN:

minimum contour level

dB

ZHAX:
ZINC:

maximum contour level
contour level increment

dB
dB

VLEF:

wave speed at left border

m/s

VTRIG:
VLIN:
VINC:

wave speed at rght border
length of wave , peed axis
wave speed tick mark distance

m/s8
cm
m/s

ILEN > 0
VINC > 0

DVUP:
DYLO:
DiTLN:
DVIN:

depth at upper border
depth at lower border
length of depth axis
depth-axis tick mark interval

m
m
cm
m

DTLN > 0
DYIN > 0

RHIN:
INIX:

LEN:

X1

XI 2

X11 3

XIII4

Limits

Parameter

Block

ILEN > 0

RINC > 0

ZINC > 0

t Only for options A, D, I and T. 2 Only for options C and D. 3 Only for option C.
4 Only for option Z'
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Requir•d:
"$Syntar:
1FW&rmt,:

Always
TZTLE

AS0
TITLE: S:DesCription:
Title of run. Maxim
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tanqld:
Spgtax
I~rrFree.
Zleritiawn

OFTIONS
Mwy
optl opt2 opt3

Maxztnum 40 alphanumerl dwaacter.
$tries of alphanumeric chwracters specifying the. d",ftA
options. The following are, impleMented at preent:
A:Depth-avera d trans iguin lots plotted fr: eah
of the selected field para etes (N, V, )Te
Averaging is performed over the specified numbr

of receivers (Block VI) 4
C~Ringe/ depth contour plot. for: transuIjaIUNW

loss
A separate coutour:.plot will be produzced for
..every selected: parameter (N,,V:::H).
ý0,Plots Of transmission loss VS depth produced
for the ranges determin~ed by the, range ai
parameters RMIM, MHAX and, RINC (Block. IU)
BZ Calculation of horisonta paricl eocity.
H
l~nel transorm integrands are ptted o ec
an

J

U:
N,
P.

V.
Xi.

Z:

t

off th~select~ed fted pame

Complex ititegration contu

Pltd

ec

es(, V, H).

TecftrA
is shifted into the upper hafplonle by an
offset controlled bythe input parameter COPPi
.(Block I11).
Linear vertical source array.
Calculation of normal stress 4r. (equal to
negative pressure in A1uids).
Plane geometry. Them *our~ will be lin sur
ýInstead of: point sources as used: in tho I4...
c::oindrical geometMy
T:Tansoussion 1%--s pltted'as ftwciono ag
'each of the selected field parmeoter. (Ni1 0V)
Calculation of vertical particle velocity.,
If sources are present in a solid medium, these
will be considered vertical point forces (line forces
in plane geometry) rather than omnwidrectional
sources.
Plot of velocity profile.
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BLOCK

III

-

Lines:
Required:
Syntax"
Format:
Description:

FREQUENCY
1
Always
MEQ, COFF
Free
FUQ:
COFF:

Frequency f in Hz, at which calculation has to be
performed.
Integration contour offset. Specified in dB/A,
where A is the wavelength at the source depth
$D. Since only the horizontal part of the
integration contour is considered, this parameter
should not be chosen so large that the amplitudes
at the ends of the integration interval become
significant. In lossless cases too small values will
give sampling problems at the normal modes and
other singularities. For intermediate values, the
result is independent of the choice of COFF, but a
good value to choose is one that gives 60 d8 at
the longes, range consideied diii the FFT, i.e.
COFF = 6-c(zu)/frna..
where the maximum FFT range is
r.,,x

min
NV/f(c-,,

•max)
-c-

This value is the default which is applied if COFF
is specified as 0.0.
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*qtakd:K

AlwayA
r

4

D(2) CC(2) CS(2) &C(2) AS(2

IWO()

ROM(2

C4(2)

D(XL)CC(IL) CS(NL)AC(NL)AS (NL) RD(NL)RG(N'L)CL(L

Docwtin
MUL
Do;

CCC)
CBQ:

Number of layers, including the upper and.1we
halfupaces. These should alwayts be i~cluded, IveM
in cases where they are vacuum.
Depth zin in of upper boundary of layer o
halfpace. The reference depth can be cjioosen
arbitrarily, and, DO0 is. allowed to be negatiVe.
For layer no. 1, iLe.*the upper haif$Pace, ti
parameter is dunmy.
Velocity c" of compressional waves in rn/s.
If specified as 0.0, the layer or halfbpace is1 06
vacuum.
Velocity c, of shear waves in rn/s. In order to be

physialy meaningful, it iis required that

c,

00. 75cc. If specified as 0.0, the layer or hal*k]pace'
is fluid. If c.9 <f) it represents: tk CqO;pr"$i4. nal
velocity at the bottom of the actuaal Jayar wk
is treated as a fluid with I /c(;Z), varying BAnearl
with depth.
ICO)
Attenuation-t,, of compressiona~l waves in 0D/&
If the layer is fluid, and AC() is specified as 0.0,then an empirical water attenuation is uWed.
&So: Attenuation '.of shear waves In dB/A. For the:
attenuations to be physically meaningful, it is
required that
7C
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BLOQ(

IV

-

(Cotinued)

Description:
R(O:
G•(:

CLO:

Density p in g/cm3.
RMS roughness of interface in rn. RG(1) is
dummy. If RG > 0 the Kirchhoff approximation
is used for the scattering loss, i.e. CL -- oo.
This is computationally faster than doing the
full scattering theory, but it Is only applicable for
small roughneses" and large correlation lengths.
To invoke the full non-Kirchhoff scattering RG
must be specified equal to the negative rms
roughness, i.e. RG < 0.
Correlation length of roughness in m. This
parameter is only required if non-Kirchhoff
scattering has been selected, Le. AG < 0.
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SQOCIC

V.

SOURCE DATA

Lmeu;

1

Required:
Syntax:

Always
Option L: SD NS DS AN IA FD
else: SD

Foruiat:

Pree

Description:
SD:

NS :
DS:
AN:

IA:

FD:

Source depth z, in m. If option L has been
specified, SD defines the mid-point of the vertical
source array.
Number of sources in the array.
Source spacing in m.
Specifies the nominal grazing angle of the
generated beam in degrees. AN > 0 corresponds
to downward propagation.
Array type
11] Rectangular weighted array
[2] Haning weighted arroy
[3] Hanning weighted focused array
[4j Gaussian weighted array
[5] Gaussian weighted foe. sed array
Focal depth in m for an array of type 3 or 5.
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OCK

VI

Req'-ired:
Syntax:
Fbormat:
Description:

-

RECIVE-R DATA

Always
RD1 RD2 Nk Ii
Rea
RD1:

,D2:

NR:
IR:

Receiver depth in m. If the calculations are to be
performed for more than one receiver, i.e. NR > I ,
then RDI specifies the uppermost receiver.
If NP. > 1 this parameter determines the depth
of the lowermost receiver. If NR = 1, then this
parameter is dummy.
Numnber of receivers in depth.
if options T or I have been specified, plots wifl
be generated for each IR receiver depth, This
patwmeter is useful if option C or Ahave been
chocsen, and integrands or transmission loss
cuxver are wanted only for a limited number of,:..'
depths.
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SRu

.lWays
Rerd:
Syn~z~:CHIN CHAuX
AbwOat:

-Fre-e

Duml.POOOO*ij:e
~
CH
N: inimwu phase. velo~city c
upper liurlit of the trune ted horizontal
wavenuraber spaLce:

-the

km.x

27rf/cmin.

~KI Maximum phase Velocity. c.
nrns
Determines the lower limit of the truncatecd'
horizontal wavenumbe'r space:
k,= 2irf/cxna
1.
In Plane geoMetrY (option P) CMAX may be
specfied as negative. jZu twos case thenatv
Wavenuiuber spectrum r~ill be!:-incled wit.
solution alsoo.
k , yieding cret
at zero range.'Contour oftsev (option if)is not:allowed in this case.
- -
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BLO~kVUZ
*e~tdrd:

A

NUB R AMPLING

Alwys

N: Number of sampling points in waventumber space.
Should be an integer power of 2, i.e. NW
The sampling points are placed equidistantly in
the truncated wavenumber space determained by
CHIN and CHAX
-Jl'

IdC

Number of the first sampling point, where the

cakalulation, is to be performed.. If IC1 > 1,
hen the Eankel transform is zeroed for sampling
point. 1,2...ICi - 1, and the discontinuityL is
smoothed.
C:Li Number of the last sampling point where the.
*calculatioul
s to be performed.'If.IC2 < NW,
then the Hankel transform is zeroed for aiin
ýpoitus 102 + I.,-W and the dii continuity is
s~moothed by flermite polynom~ial extrapolation,
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Aways
MhRXIAZ RLVI 4I40
Maiwxium range r In kmý ýDeterminep. the
trt ing value'.orIthe w-xisbof tran~nlisalnlosand cOoatUr plots. RUNI is also t] e fiut raefo
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7.2. NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS

When SAFARI-FIP is to be applied to a propagation problem, the first difficulty that
arises is related to the discretization of the environmental model. When modelling
real data collected in wi area where only a few environmental data are known,
it is generally necessary to re-run the code several times in order to fit a discrete
stratified model; on the other hand the accuracy requirements will usually be limited,
and there will be no purely numerical considerations involved. However, the choice
of environmental model is important in cases where the SAFARI results have to be
compared to those obtained by other numerical models, which is very common in
relation to the verification of new algorithms. Many codes, like the normal mode and
parabolic equation models, assume a linearly varying sound velocity profile between
the sampling points, whereas SAFARI assumes either isovelocity layers or a sound
speed varying non-linearly between the sampling points, Eq. (5). It is therefore
necessary for the number of profile sampling points to be so large that the difference
between the interpolation techniques has no significant effect on the calculated sound
field. It is not possible to give any specific rules in this regard since the effect depends
on many factors such as frequency, water depth and the receiver range of interest.
But if isovelocity layers are used to represent the profile, a layer thickness of JA will
usually be sufficient. For the inhomogeneous layers, however, the thickness can be
chosen to be much larger. In any event the profile discretization should be controlled
by checking the convergence.
The actual choice of parameters controlling the wavenumber integration is far more
critical. There are essentially 5 parameters: CHIN, CHAX, NW, ICI and IC2, but
they cannot be chosen independently from other parameters, in particular the range
interval of interest (Block IX), because of the wrap-around problem. Further, both
source and receiver depths influence the choice of integration parameters, e.g. in
the waveguide problem the presence of the normal modes will require much higher
sampling rate if the source and receiver are inside the waveguide than if one of them
is buried in the bottom. There are no general rules which can be used to automate
the wavenumber integration. The only way to obtain accurate results is to change
the integration parameters until convergence is obtained.
Clearly, when making paraaL~eter studies, convergence tests are not required for every
small change in the environmental parameters. However, convergence tests must
be done for at least one characteristic example before proceeding with a complete
propagation study. A user with a reasonable knowledge of the physics of waveguide
problems will - after gaining some experience - be able to determine the proper
parameters relatively quickly. All problems are, however, not equally easy to predict,
and it is therefore advisable - also for the experienced user - to use the following
guidelines for estinmating the integration parameters for every new application of
SAFARI-FIP.
1. Select the horisontal phase velocities CHIN and CMIX such that all significant wave phenomena are included, i.e. CHIN should be chosen to be 10-20%
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smaller than the smallest wave speed in the problem and CMAX should be a
very large number, e.g. CMAX = 1E8. If evanescent waves are known to be
present CHIN may have to be even smaller.
2. Select a few characteristic receiver depths.
3. Select a reasonably small number of sampling points NW, and run the code
wi~h option I to obtain plots of the integration kernels.
4. Repeat steps I to 3 with decreasing CHIN until all significant wavenumber
components are within the integration interval. Then read the wavenumber
limits kmin and km.,, from the plot or calculate them directly as ki,, =
2w1f/Cmx and km,.. = 2rf/cCi.
,,
5. Select the range interval (RHI4N, RHAX) of interest, and convert from km to m
to obtain rmin and rmn,,. For the FFT integration to 'reach' rm, the necessary number of sampling points must be larger than Nmi,, =
:rmz(km.x kmin.)/2•). Choose the smallest M for which NW = 2M > Nmi.. Set IC1 = 1
and IC2 = NW.
6. If the integration kernels plotted out in step 3 are very 'peaky' due to low loss
in the waveguide, select option 3 and specify COFF = 0 to invoke the default
contour offset. The experienced user can choose a specific value of COFF as
described in Block III above.
7. Now select option T and calculate the transmission loss.
8. Double the number of sampling points NW (remember to double IC2 as well)
and re-calculte.
9. Repeat step 8 until a stable transmission loss curve iq obtained.
10. Now the number of receivers can be increased and the other options C, A
and Z can be specified, as desired. Remember to change the plot parameters
accordingly, see Table M0.
This is the standard procedure which is only applicable if the number of sampling
points NW is reasonably small, at least smaller than the mi- `-n:nm allowed for the
actual installation. If this is not the case, there are two different ways to proceed. If
the computation tinie is not important and the actual computer allows it, a larger
version can be installed, and the procedure above is repeated or continued. In many
cases, however, the computation time will become unacceptable using this approach,
and the second possible approach has to be taken. This, however, requires a little
more knowledge concerning the physics of the actual problem.
As discussed earlier, each horizontal wavenumber component k corresponds to a
specific conical or plane wave propagating at grazing angle 0, where k = km.cos 9,
k. being the medium wavenuniber of layer rn. Therefore the small wavenumbers
correspond to steep propagation, and k = k.. corresponds to horizontal propagation.
It is well known for the waveguide problem that the waves propagating at grazing
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angles larger than the critical angle Oc at the bottom will suffer a large attenuation
for every bottom bounce and will therefore yield j.n insignificant contribution to
the total field at longer ranges. This so-called continuous part of the wavenumber
spectrun 0 < k < k, can therefore be ignored for long range propagation. This is in
fact the approximation made in most normal mode models where only the discrete
part k, < k < k, of the spectrum is considered. In SAFARI-FIP the wavenumber
spectrum can be reduced by specifying a smaller value of CHAX. This will obviously
lead to a smaller wavenumber spectrum, and thus to larger ranges covered by the
FFT integration. Due to the fact that the wavenumb, spectrum is a continuous
function of k, an arbitrary truncation point may give ri. to numerical artifacts such
as wrap-around. The truncation is therefore usually determined in the following
way:
1. Carry out steps 1 to 3 above.
2. By inspection of the integration kernels, choose a truncation point in the continuous spectrum where the amplitude is small. Calculate the orresponding
phase velocity ct. If only a single receiver depth is required choose CHAX = ct
and proceed to next step. If more receiver depths are involved a universal
truncation point with vanishing amplitude can usually not be found. In these
cases and when the kernel has significant amplitude in the whole continuous
spectrum, choose CHAX somewhat larger than ct. Then use ICI to specify
the first siampling point where the calculation should start, and SAFARI will
automatically taper the discontinuity. The same procedure is of course applicable if the wavenumber spectrum is truncated at the large wavenuinber
end, which requires a proper choice of CMIN and IC2.
3. Now perform steps 5 to 8 above.
4. If determination of both short and long range propagation is required, calculate the full-spectrum solution to a reasonable and convenient range as
described above. Then compare the solutions to ensure that they overlap. If
this is not the case - which will only very rarely happen -- change the truncation point to include more of the continuous spectrum and re-calculate the
long-range field until there is an overlapping region of identical results.
To the inexperienced user the procedure outlined here may seem very cumbersome,
but as mentioned above the test of convergence is not needed for every small change
in the parameters, and after a few trials it will probably seem a very logical procedure.
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7.3.

SAFARI-FIP EXAMPLES

Using basically the same environmental model as for the SAFARI-FIPR examples, we
will here demonstrate the different features of SAFARI-FIP by a series of examples.
These have been chosen such that also the numerical considerations involved ir. the
wavenumber integration are illustrated.
In all cases the water depth will be 100 m and the ocean bottom is assumed to have
the properties given in Table 4.
a 7.3.1. SAFARI-FIP case 1: Seismic interface wave propagation
In the first example we will calculate the transmission loss at 5 Hz for a source depth
of 95 m anc a receiver depth of 100 in and for ranges out to 5 km. This is done by
specifying the data file given in Table 11.
After running SAFARI-FIP with this data file, the plot program FIPPLOT will produce the plots shown in Fig. 9. The kernel in the wavenumber integral representation
of the normal stress at depth 100 in is shown in Fig. 9a. As can be observed, there
are two distinct peaks. The large peak at a wavenumber of 0.07 m-i1 is the fundamental interface mode. The second peak at a wavenumber of 0.017 m-' is a virtual
mode associated with propagation in the water column. Figure 9b shows the calclated transmission loss, dearly displaying an interference pattern produced by the
interface mode and the virtual mode. It should be pointed out that the integration contour has not been offset in this case because no discrete normal modes are
present. Had the frequency been chosen a little higher, however, the virtual mode
would have moved into the discrete spectrum and given rise to a very sharp p~eak
in the integration kernel. In that case option J could conveniently be selected, but
this is dealt with in the following example.
As can be observed from Fig. 9a, the amplitude of the integration kernel is not
insignificant at the truncation point defined by the parameter IC2. However, due to
the tapering of the discontinuity and the fact that the exp3nential function is rapidly
varying at the large wavenumbers, the influence of the truncation is insignificant.
The significance of the truncation can of course be checked by increasing the value
of IC2 and comparivg the results.
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Table 11

SAFARI-FIP case I data file
Description

SIFAII-FIP case I
NI T
6.0
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1600 0 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2 0.6 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
96
100 100 1 1
100 198
2048 1 1000
0.0 6.0 20 1.0
20 80 12 10

title
options
frequency 5 Hz
number of layers
layer I (upper halfspace, vacuum)
layer 2 (isovelocity water column)
layer 3 (silt sediment)
layer 4 (sand sub-bottom)
source depth 95 m
receiver depth 100 m
phase velocities CHIN and CNII
wavenumber sampling parameters
range axis parameters
transmission-loss axis parameters

1 Option N indicates that the normal stress (=

2
3

'

Notes

Data file

-

1

2
2

3
4

pressure) should be calculated. The I

option will produce a plot of the depth-dependent Green's function, i.e. the kernel hit
the integral representation for the normal stress at the selected receiver depth. Option
T will generate a plot of the transmission loss as function of range.
The sea surface is introduced by including a vacuum upper halfspace, and the sea
surface is chosen as the origin for the depth axis.
In order to include the propagation directions close to vertical, CIAX has been set
to a very large number such that kmln - 0. Since the source is close to the seabed and the frequency is relatively low, seismic interface waves will be excited. CHIN
should therefore be chosen somewhat smaller than the smallest wave speed in the
problem, i.e. the sediment shear speed 400 m/s. A value of 250 m/s would probably be
sufficiently low. However, due to the link between the wavenumber and range sampling,
Eq. (115), this would lead to a relatively course range sampling, Ar n c-iI./f = 50 m.
To reduce this to 20 m, CHIN is specified as 100 w/s.
Tbt number of wavenumber sampling points, NW, is specified as 2048 = 211, but since
no wave phenomena are expected with phase velocities smaller than 200 m/s, the
depth-dependent Green's function is only calculated for the first 1000 sampling points
(ICI = 1, IC2 = 1000), automatically invoking the discontinuity tapering.
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Fig. 9. Results for SAFARI-FIP case 1: (a) depthdependent Green's function as function of horisontel wavenumber; (b) calculated transmisson loss as
fuxuction of range.
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a 7.3.2. SAFARI-FIP case 2: Normal mode propagation
As a second example, a propagation problem is chosen where the interface wave is
unimportant. Because of the characteristic expunential amplitude decay away from
the guiding boundary, the interface wave is insignificant when either the source or
the receiver is far away from the sea-bed in terms of wavelength. Typically, the
contribution to the total field by the interface wave is insignificant if the source
is one wavelength away from the sea-bed and if discrete modes are present in the
water column. We will therefore place a 30 Hz source at mid-water depth and again
calculate the transmission loss out to 5 km range for a receiver at the ocean bottom.
To demonstrate how a velocity profile in the water column is specified, it is assumed
that the sound speed has been measured to be 1500 m/s at the surface, 1480 m/s
at 30 m depth, and 1490 rn/s at the sea-bed. The data file is set up as shown in
Table 12.
The results are shown in Fig. 10. Figure 10a shows the integration kernel with the
velocity profile plot inserted. Two discrete modes are apparent, and a third mode is
just around cut-off at the medium wavenumber for compressional waves in the subbottom, k = 21f/1800 _%
0.105. The resulting transmission loss plotted in Fig. 10b
is clearly dominated by the interference pattern produced by the 2 discrete modes
for ranges larger than 1 kin.
A
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Table 12

SAFARI-FIP case 2 data file
Data file

Description

SAFARI-FIP case 2
N I T J Z
30 0
5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1600 -1480 0 0 1 0
30 1480 -1490 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2 0.5 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0

title
options
frequency and contour offset
number of layers
layer I (upper halfspace, vacuum)
layer 2 (water layer)
layer 3 (water layer)
layer 4 (silt sediment)
layer 5 (sand sub-bottom)
source depth 50 m
receiver depth 100 m
phase velocities CHIN and CMIX
wavenumber sampling parameters
range axis parameters
trinsmission-loss axis parameters
velocity axis for profile plot
depth axis for profile plot

-0
100 100 1 1
700 118
1024 1 612
0.0 5.0 20 1.0
20 80 12 10
1450 1550 10 25
0 100 10 20

Notes

1
2

3
3

4
5

I
I

1 The first 3 options are the same as s,'ecified in case 1, but here option J has been

specified to invoke the contour offset since discrete modes are present at this frequency.
Further, option Z will generate a plot of the velocity profile in the water column. The
associated axis specifications are given at the end of the data file.
2 The frequency is specified as 30 Hz and the default contour offset will be applied since
CO" = 0.
3 By specifying a negative v.lue for the shear speed, SAFARi will interpret the number
as the negative of the compressional speed at the bottom of the layer, i.e. at the next
interface. The solution obtained assumes a linear depth variation of 1/c, within the
layer.
4 Although -t ca be demonstrated that the part of the spectrum with phase velocities
smaller tian ; 1400 m/s yields no significant contribution to the total field, a relatively
small value of CMIN has been selected. This is again done in order to obtain a reasonable
range sampling. In the present case Ar -- c.,,/f
= 23.3 m.
5 As in the former case, by specifying IC2 = 512 the insignificant second half of the
wavenumber spectrum is not calculated.
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Fig. 10. Results for SAFARI-FIP c&-e 2: (a) depthdependent Green's function as function of horisontal wavenumber with velocity-profile plot inserted;
(b) calculated transmission loss as function of range.
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* 7.3.3. SAFARI-FIP case 3: Transmission loss vs depth and range
Next, we take exactly the same problem considered in case 2, but calculate the
transmission loss at several receiver depths, both in the water column and in the
sediment, and produce a contour plot of the loss as a function of range and depth.
Further, we produce a plot of the transmission loss averaged over depth as a function
of range. The data file is given in Table 13.
The resulting plot of the depth-averaged transmission loss is shown in Fig. 1 la. Note
that the averaging removes the interference pattern seen at the individual receiver
depths, Fig. 10b. The contour plot produced by the CONTUR program is shown in
Fig. lIb. The periodic pattern for ranges longer than a couple of kilometres is typical
for a 2-mode propagation problem. The actual contouring grid size is indicated by
the small 'box' at the upper left corner of the plot.
Figure 12 shows two out of a total of 5 plots of transmission loss vs depth produced
by option D.
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Table 13
SAFARI-FIP case 3 data file
Data file

Description

SiAPI-FIP came 3
I CA D J
30 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1600 -1480 0 0 1 0

title
options
frequency and contour offset
number of layers
layer 1 (upper ihzlfspace, vacuum)
layer 2 (water layer)

30 1480 -1490 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2 0.6 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0

layer 3 (water layer)
layer 4 (silt sediment)
layer 5 (sand sub-bottom)

50
0.1 120 41 40
1350 118
1024 1 950
0.0 6.0 20 1.0
20 80 12 10
0 120 12 20
40 70 6

source depth 50 m
receiver depths 0.1-120 m
phase velocities CHIN and CKAX
wavenumber sampling parameters
range axis parameters
transmission-loss axis parameters
depth axis for contour plot
contour levels in dB

Notes

1

2
3
4
5

t Option C will create a contour plot of the transmission loss as a function of depth and
range, whereas option I will calcu!ate the depth-averaged transmission loss over the
specified number of receiver depth. Option D will generate plots of transmission loss
vs depth at the ranges defined by the range axis parameters, see note 5 below.
equidistantly in the depth interval 0.1-120 m. Note that the
receivers will be placedS41
first receiver is not placed on the surface where the field is known to vanish and thus
has an undefined dB level. The last parameter in this line is IR = 40. This parameter
is dummy in the present case; but if option I or T had been specified, an integrand or
transmission loss plot would be created for every 40 receiver depth, i.e. here for the
first and last depth only.
3 Compared to case 2, the wavenumber interval is smaller here, since a very fine range
sampling is not crucial for the contour plots as a consequence oi the CONTUR program
performing a smooth interpolation between the data points. The present choice of CHIN
and CHAX translates into a range step of Ar = 45 m.
4 The tapering iL again activated by opecifying IC2 = 950.
s The range axis parameters are applied to both the plot of the depth-averaged transmission loss and the contour plot. Further, they determine the ranges for which transmission loss vs depth will be plotted (option D). Thus, these plots will be produced at
the ranges corresponding to the tick marks on the range axis.
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SAFARI-FIP case 3.
Mg. 11. Results for SAFARI-FIP case 3: (a) depth-averaged transmission
loss as function of range; (b) contour plot of transmission loss as function of
range and depth.
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Fig. 12. Resultsd for AFARI-FIP case 3: (a) tranismission loss vs depth at 2 km range; (b) transmission loss vs depth at 4 km range.
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a 7.3.4. SAFARI-FIP case 4: Long-range propagation
In this example it is demonstrated how long-range propagation problems are trcited
by properly truncating the integration interval. The problem considered is exactly
the same as in came 2, but now the transmission loss should be calculated out to a
range of 50 km. If the wavenumber interval wixs left unchanged, several thousand
sampling points would be required. It is well known, however, that except for
very short ranges - typically less than a few water depths - the field will be entirely
dominsted by the two propagating normal modes, clearly showing up as sharp peaks
in the intigrand plot of Fig. 10a. The long-range propagation loss can therefore be
calculated by including only the discrete part of the spectrum containing the two
modes, significantly reducing the required sampling. This is dorke by creating the
data file given in Table 14.
The resulting plots of the integratiorn kernel and the transmission loss are shown in
Fig. 13. As can be observed, the wavenumber interval has been properly truncated.
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Table 14

SAFARI-FIP case 4 data file
Data file

Description

SAFAUI-FIP case 4
I I T I
30 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1500 -1480 0 0 1 0
30 1480 -1490 0 0 1 C
100 1600 400 0.2 0.6 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
60
100 100 1 1
1300 1760
512 46 465
0.0 50 20 10
40 120 12 20

title
options
frequency and contour offset
number of layers
layer I (upper halfspace, vacuum)
layer 2 (water layer)
layer 3 (water layer)
layer 4 (silt sediment)
layer 5 (sand sub-bottom)
source depth 50 m
receiver depth 100 in
phase velocities CRIN and CHAX
wavenumber sampling parameters
range axis parameters
transmission-loss axis parameters

1 A proper value of CNRI

Notes

1
2

is found by observing the full integra.nd in Fig. 10s.

An

obvious point to truncate is where the amplitude vanishes at the wavenumber 0.11 m- 1 ,
corresponding to a phase velocity of 1712 m/s. The actual value of CNIX has been
chosen a little larger, as 1750 in/s. The value of CRIN is less critical, but 1300 mn/s has
been chosen to yield a reasonable range sampling.
SSince CRNI was not chosen equal to the actual value corresponding to the wavenurnber
where the integrand amplitude was zero, Md is given a value which will start calculation at this particular point. Also, since the integrand amplitude is known to be
insignificant at the high wavenumber end of the selected interval, 1C2 is set to a value
smaller than NW.
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Fig. 13.

Results for

SAFARI-FIP case

4: (a) trun-

cated integration kernel as function of horizontal
wavenumber; (b) calcu!ated transmission loss as function of range.
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* 7.3.5. SAFARI-FIP case 5: Beam propagation
In this laIt example it is damonstrated how SAFARI-FIP is applied to a beam propagation problem. A linear vertical array, placed at mid-water depth in the environment treated in case 1, is generating a 1000 Hs gaussian beam impinging on the
bottom at a nominal graing angle of 250. The task is to investigate the reflection
and transmission characteristics of this beam by generating a contour plot of the
sound-pressure field in depth and range. The data file is set up in Table 15.
The contour plot produced by means of the DISSPLA plot package is shown in
Fig. 14a, whereas Fig. 11b shows the corresponding UNIRAS contour plot with dark
shading indicating high levels. Since the angle of incidence of the beam is between the
critical angles of the silt layer and the sub-bottom, the incident beam is both reflected
and transmitted at the water/sediment interface whereas the transmitted beam is
totally reflected at the sediment/subbottom interface. The resulting complex beamsplitting reflectivity pattern is easily observed. More beam examples can be found
in [21,22,26,27].
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Table 15

SAFARI-FIP case 5 data file
Data file

Description

SAPFII-FIP case 6
P N C I.
1000
4
66 1600 0 0 0 1 0
65 1500 0 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2 0.6 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
60 41 0.76 26.0 4 100
60 126 61 62
1600 6000
2048 1400 1960
0.0 0.3 20 0.06
50 126 12 25
24 64 6

title
options
frequency I kHz
number of layers
layer I (upper halfspace, water)
layer 2 (isovelocity water layer)
layer 3 (silt sediment)
layer 4 (sand sub-bottom)
source array parameters
receiver depths 50 to 125 m
phase velocities CMIN and CMLX
wavenumber sampling parameters
range axis for contour plot
depth axis for contour plot
contour levels in dB

Notes

1
2
2
2

3
4
5

Option P indicates that the sources are line sources rather than point sources. The
calculat.nns are therefore performed in plane geometry, and the calculated parameter
is the normal stress, option N. Option C generates a contour plot of the field in depth
and range. Finaly, option L indicates that the field is generated by a vertical linear
array.
3 Since only the first bottom bounce of the beam is of interest, the sea surface is remove A
b:, replacing the water column by an infinite halfspace. Note that a dummy inter'.,ce
has been introduced just below the lowermost source in the array. This is a 'trick',
reducing the computation time in cases where many sources and receivers are present.
This is due to the fact that the homogeneous solution within a layer has to be superimposed with the direct source field - an operation which must be performed for every
source/receiver combination within each layer. In the present cas'. the introduction of
the dummy interface reduces the number of receivers present in the source layer to the
uppermost 10, and the savings in computational effort more than compensates for the
additional computation involved in adding an extra interface. It is left as an exeriise
to the user to demonstrate this.
3 Since option L was chosen, adl 7 source parameters have to be specified. The wid-point
of the array is 50 m, i.e. in the middle of the wate- column. The array has 41 elements
with a spacing of 0.75 m, i.e. half a wavelength. The total array length is therefore
30 m. The steerir , angle is 25" downward with respect to horizontal. The array is of
type 4, indicating a Gaussian, non-fo:using shading. The focal depth, specified to the
depth of the sea-bed, is therefore dummy in this case
4 Although the wavenumber spectrum of the parallel beam will be relatively narrow,
almost the whole spectrum of plopagation angles in the water has been included in
order to get a reasonable range sampling.
1 The wavenumber sampling parameters have been chosen such that only the nonvanishing part of the spectrun, is included. This can be shown by addir.g option
I to obtain plots of the integration kernei.
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1000.0 Hz

5.

CONDR,FiP

SD= 50.0 n-

_

a

100.0

126.0

.. j..

.0

50.0

100.0

160.0

200.0

260.0

300.0

Range (m)
SAFARI- FIP case 5.
u F- 1000.OHz

SD= 5C.Om

CONDRFIP

""0
48-48

-

125.0
0,0

.

50.0

100.0

.

Range (m)

200.0

250.0

300.0

SAFARI-FIP case 5.
Fig. 14, Results for SAFARI-FIP case 5: (a) contours in depth and range of
beam-generated acoustic field produced by the OtSSPLA package; (b) contour plot produced by UNIRAS.
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8. Running SAFARI-FIPP
The SAFARI-FIPP module calculates the depth-dependent 3reen's function for a
selected number of frequencies and determines the pulse response at a given receiver positioD by evaluating first the wavenumber integral, Eq. (13), and then the
frequency integral, Eq. (8). As was the case for SAFARI-FIP, both stresses and particle velocities can be determined, and the field may be produced by either point
or line sources. By arranging the sources in a vertical phased array, pulsed beanm
propagation can be avialysed.
The time response it of course dependent on the pulse shape at the source. In
SAFARI-FIPP the user can either select one of the five internal pulse shapes or create
an external file containing any desired pulse shape. In either case the source pulse
is defined as the pressure pulse produced at a distance of 1 m from the source (for
soJids the negative of the normal stress 1 m below the source). The time dependence
is therefore not directly that of the forcing term in the potential wave equation,
Eq. (6). This is important to note when comparing the SAFARI-FIPP solutions with
those obtained by other codes.
The pulse response output is available as either individual pulse plots for single
receivera or as stacked plots, where the stacking can be performed in either range or
depth. For the individual plots the time series are produced in true units, i.e. Pa for
stresses and mi/s for particle velocities, again assuming that the source pulse shape
is given in Pa. For the stacked plots the individual traces are scaled according to
certain rules specified in the following.
All inputs to SAFARI-FIPP are read from the file currently assigned to the logical
file FOR001. Before running the program the user has to assign the file containing
the input data to this logical name. The most convenient approach is to inclu(.e this
assignment in a general command file which also assigns file names to the logical
names of the output files, as described in Subsect. 5.6.
As was the case for the single-frequency module, successful use of SAFARI-FIPP is
highly dependent on the parameters specified, in particrlar those related to the
truncation and discretization for carrying out numerical integrations. It is obvious
that the additional frequency integration performed in SAFARI-FIPP makes this
module even more difficult to use than SAFARI-FIP. It is therefore important that
the user be extremely confident in running SAFARI-FIP before trying to use the pulse
model. In the following the preparation of input files is first discussed in detail and
then the numerical considerations particular to the pulse model are addressed.
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Table 16
Parameters of SAFARI-FIPP input files: Calculation and environmental parameters
Block
I

II

TITLE :
optl opt2 ... :

Parameter

Units

Litaits

title of run

-

< 80 char.

output options

-

< 40 char.

Hs
dB/A

> 0
Co"1 > 0

-

JIL > 2

m
m/s
m/s3
dB/A
dB/A

CC > 0

III

FtEQ:
COFF:

IV

NL:

number of layers, incl. halfspaces

D:
CC:
CS:
AC:
IS:

depth of interface
compressional speed
shear speed
compressional attenuation
shear attenuation

1O:

density

KG:
CL:
V

VI

g/cm 3

iC > 0
As > 0
1
IO
0

rms value of interface roughness
correlation length of roughness

mI
m

CL > 0

SD:
NS:
DS:
AN:

source depth (mean for array)
number of sources in array
vertical source spacing
grazing angle of beam

mI

IA:

array type

FD:

focal depth of beam

rn

DIU:
1D2:

depth of first receiver
depth of last receiver

m
m

NR:

VII

source centre frequency
integration contour offset

-

m
deg
-

number of receivers

CHIN:
CNIX:

minimum phase velocity
maximum phase velocity

VIII

NV:
ICI:
IC2:
ZIINC:

number of wavenumber samples
first sampling point
last sampling point
integrand plot increment

IX

NT:
Fl:
F2:
DT:
RO:
Dl:
KlAN:

number of time samples
low frequency limit
high frequency limit
time sampling Increment
first receiver range
receiver range increment
number of ranges

-
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uS > 0
DS > 0
1 < II < 5
FD 9 SD

-

iD2 > ID1
N > 0

m/s

CHIN > 0

m/s5
-

Ir > 1
ICn > 1
IC2 <5NU
ZINC > 0

-

MT=

Hs
H.s
s
km
km
-

2

A

F1 ý> 0
FS >F1
DT > 0
DR 9 0
MIAN > 0
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8.1. INPUT FILES FOR SAFARI-FIPP

The input data are structured in 13 blocks. The first nine, described in Table 16,
specify the title, options, frequency, environmental parameters, source and receiver

geometry and finally the wavenumber and frequency integration parameters. The

last four blocks, described in Table 17, contain axis specifications for the gr&,phicas
output. Some of these blocks should always be included and others only if certain

options have been specified. The single blocks and parameters are described in detail
in the following.
Table 17
Parameters of SAFARI-FIPP input files: Plot parameters
Parameter

Units

Limits

CRED:

reduction velocity

m/9

CRED > 0

TNIN:
THAI:
TLEN:
TINC:

start of time window
end of time window
length of time airs
distance between tick marks

s
s
cm
s

-

SPLO:
SPUP:
SPLN:
SPIN:

lower limit of stacked plots
upper limit of stacked plots
length of slacking axis
distance between tick marks

m or km
m or km
cm
m or km

SPLN > 0
SPIN > 0

NHOD:

number of modes

-

NHOD > 1

FHIN:
FHAI:
FLEN:
FINC:

min. freq. dispersion curves
max. freq. dispersion curves
lenght of frequency axis
frequency tick mark spacing

Ho
Hs
cm
Hz

FMIN
FHAX
FLEN
FINC

>
>
>
>

0
0
0
0

GVLO:
GVUP:
GVLN:
GVIN:

min. phase/group velocity
max. phase/group velocity
lenght of velocity axis
velocity tick mark spacing

m/s
m/s
cm
m/u

OVLO
GVUP
GVLN
GuIN

>
>
>
>

0
0
0
0

VLEF:
VEIG:
VLEN:
VINC:

wave speed at left border
wave speed at right border
length of wave speed axis
wave speed tick mark distance

m/s
m/s
cm
m/s

VLEN > 0
VINC > 0

DV' :
DVLJ:
DVLN:
DVIN:

depth at upper border
depth at lower border
length of depth axis
depth axis tick mark interval

m

-

Block
X1

XIV

XI13

XII14

-

TLEN > 0
TINC > 0
-

-

In

-

cm
m

DVLN > 0
DVIN > 0

t Only for option I or NIAN > O. 2 Only for options S and D. • Only for option G.
' Only for option Z.
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Requred:

Syatar;
FQ4M.t
40-t~esrjpon:

Always
pti o*Pt2 OPt3...
,ee. Maximium 40 alphanumeric characters.
Series of alphanumeric characters specifying the desird
ýoptious. h following axe implemented at present:
B:

If this option is specified the slowness interval
(or phase velocity interval) willI be held constant
at all frequencies. As a default procedure,
.:the wavenumber interval will be determined
from the speciled' pase velocities and the
maximum frequency and will then be held
constant at all lower frequencies.. The: B option
should be used whea. Only.* coren p. r oft
anlar spaecruxn is considerede.tedcet
pctrdjm containing no=*a- mdes. Onteotr
F. and, when, evaaiexree~t''Wa`vs are considered
e~.seismic' inerface Waves, the wayenumber
intaerAl should be held constant -in-order to
include :tthe W)kqoie ezp*ftenal 4tail'. at :the low
freuenes;thu Inthee aMe theB Option
Shoud be coniitted. It is Always agood habit'
to he4..the intepaad at a selected number of
reuenies(XINCL> 0)"
D:Ireach selected range the pulses will be
piotted 1n a depth!st440~d format. This is the
VS (erical Seisli!C Profiling) type oif output

bp~so~i

efue

t

3thsakd
d

s orOpionl
.. er tace Is, 40pplied
the..
C44
clig
ehperformed lndividtaiy for each
stacked plot; the amplitude for different range
therfr cannot be directly compared. The
depth-stacked plots, however, can be resealed by
running FIPPLOT with option UES.
F:Te Fon integration scheme is used for the
wal'eutmber integration instead of the standard
scheme based on the trapezoidal rule.
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(Cotinued)
Disp' ~on curves are plotted for a selected
numoer of interface modes and normal modesý.
The modes ate not found directly by searching (r
singularities but indirectly: by. localiming axi
......
in, the depth-dep~endent Otem.' fun~ction.. Th
user should therefore: be sure that the mode oif,-interest is 'present at the selected: dopth at 04l
ifrequencies. Otherwioe.a 'alse'mode may be.
* fobund, leading to discontinous dispersion ýcurv~es.ý
U9
JHorisontal particle velocity. is cakulat~eu.
q
C:(omplex wavienuznber integration :ontoux is
applied. The cOtur is hiftedIt h pe
-aflaeby
OAn
offset cotrolled by te 1npt
aamter.COFF(3o4#f)
LSources are.arranged in,. a vertical line array
J ~ ~ ~ Nomlsrs
~4
Pinfud)iclcltd
*:Plane geometry. The souirces will be line solwce
instead of point sources as used IA h default
cylidrical geometry,
It:Plo ofsouce pulse*at 1 istnc f0o. shil.
ourc
wil beprodcedtogethe witha pot
the associated freqec setum...Tehoen
:sourc pus s itrd'to eiclude freqnce
outside the: interva consierdnthcaulio

-:1.

iSt e vor-aceleted reVIvrdepth th0
?1o~t*ding.
frtre
multpled

ause
aro

wy.the
thre ofter.ln at the

receiver, and then a commo,4 scaling facto is
Opplied to all traces. This factor is determined
such that the trace for the first receiver range
does not overlap the next traice. This scaling is
per ormed individually for each receivtr deopth;
thus the amnplitudes for different receivers cananot
be directly compared. The scaling may be
changed by running the plot program FIPPLOT
.wsIh the US8 option as describedi AIppeni B~týI
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.V:

-Vertical particle velocity in calculated.
Z:If sources awe present in a solid medium, these
will be considered vertical point forces (line forces
In plane geometry) rather than onmidirectional
Bources.
Z: Plot of velocity profile is generate-1.
4:: Digit determining the desired source pulse,
defined as the pressure or normal stress produced
at I in distance from the source. There are
fIve internal pulse shapes, shown together with
'their normalized frequency spectra in Figs. 15
to 19. The user can, however, create any desired
pudse ohapeju an externalfile and read it inby
uPedifYiug nR = (ý The internal PuWs shapes in
prsue(nqatve Lof noW a
Ites r ucin
of Un,
an th cetreangular ftvquenicy (U

2vf as follows;

11
hsis the
(t)

-

d.5foult squrce pule defluod by the

0.7 - CoS-wiA+ ().25cos2wAt

12t Thik nowxe :pulso has the shape

whee
A ~

.4829-Az

-0.14128 and

As0.118,
t
enminng vanishing fist and second
derivatives at t =0 and t T.
.
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IýýSZOOK

LI-(Continued)
[31 A single sine period

141 This option creates a source pulse with a time
dependence consisting of 4 sine periods, weighted
with a Ha~nnmg window,
f(t)

=jsin

wt (I

cos Wt,
0 !5 t5
<2'

fc

[51 The last internal source pulse Is the orne often
used in seismology f141,.
f(t)

$inwt

-

sn2Ct

Ifotiaou[0] is specified the source Pulae, is read
-from the, file curreatiy Assigrned to the, logicalmi
86 hisvfue should be ormatted and ýontain
thceamplitaide som~pled with the same Interval as
::,pgeiid xthe*paimetvrDt.(Block IX). ed'
. ..... iw of the' end'ot'fil,
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SOURCE PULSE

(a)
PUL

MIP PU

TYPff 1.
2.0

Ban":

1.0 in

i0~

I-Q

-20
. 0.0

2.0

1.6

1.0

0.5

Dimensionless time Lf.

SOURCE SPECTRUM

(b)
1.0

0.0.

0.0

I

.

1.0

1.0

$0.

2.0

3.0

3

4.0

Dimensionles frequency f/fe

Fi4. 15.

SAFARI-FIPP source pulse no. I and its

frequency spectrum.
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SOURCE PULSE
aw0:

1.0 .0

-1.0

-2.0

O.6

0.0

1.6

1.0

2.0

Dimensionless time tJf

(b)

SOURC

SPECTRUM

0 0.8

z0
0.0

1.0

2'.0

4.0

5.0

4.0

Dimensionles frequency f/tf
FI. *o. SAFARI- PIPP source pulse no.
frequency spectru'ia.
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SOURCE PULSE

(a)
2.0 rum

"

rM &.

I.MM

awmp:1.0 M

1.0t

a.

-1.0

- 2.0

0.0

0.85

1.0

1.

2.0

Dimensionless time tJc

SOURCE SPECTRUM

(b)

.a,
0.0
1

0.0
0.0

s

/

.

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
Dimensionless
frequency
f/f,

=1

5.0

ir.17, SAFARI-FIPP source puse no. 3 and its
frequency spectrum.
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SOURCE PULSE

(a)
1.0

1'0

BMW:i

as+.i

1.0

0'

CA-1.0

-0 0

2.0

O

S0

4.0

50

D-mensionleas time tf,

SOURCE SPECTRUM

(b)

P"

1 tAU T1PV 4.

*0

0.S6

0.0

00

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

Dimensionless frequency f/f,
Feg. 18. SAFARI-FIPP source pulse no. 4 and its
frequency spect aim.
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(a)

PUS

UC

hue..0 r Mm

1.0

v

0.01

-,0.

-. 00066S

3.0

Dimonsionlesa

(b)

1.0

time tf,

SOURCE SPECTRUM
1.0 PULAS

6..

.r.

.0

0,

01

02

. 0

. 0

Dimensionless frequency f/fa

Fig. ia. SAFARI-FIPP source puke no. 5 and its
frequency spectrum.
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cr,~

S•LineD?
Required:Syntaxr:

1

Always
FREQ, COFF

SDewiptim:,
FRIQ:
COFF:

Centre frequency f€ of source spectrum in Hs.
Wavenumber integration contour offset. Tb be
specifed in dB/A, where A is the wavelength at
the source depth SD. Since only the horlsontal
part of the integration contour is considered, this
parameter should not be chosen so large that the
amplitudes at the ends of the integration interval
become significant. In lossless coses too small
values will give sampling problems at the normal
modes end other singularities. For i•ntermedLiate
values, the result is independtnt of the "r-i0e
of COFP,

but it is recommended to use a vAlue

which at the centre frequency f• is the same as
that used by SAFARI-FPP for the *ame number of
sampling points, iLe.
COPP

6OcC(z4(,c1

-ý

c.)/NW.

This value Is the default which is applied if option
J is specified and COPP = 0.
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BLOK4V
Requred:

BNVIONMENTAL DATA

Always

D-(2) CC (2) CS (2) AC(2) AS(1):10(1)ft()

CL(1)

D:ý:(NL)CC(NL)CS (ML)AC(NL)AS(NL)RO(nL)RG (NL)CL M.l)
W: Number of layer.

I

din -the Upprad oe

half~pome. These.'should;:& Yalwas be mddd v
in cases wher they are vc Uwn
D: Depth z in mn of upper boundaxy of layer or
llfpace. Tero%~ncmdpth An .be hoe
66.6rarily1 , and DO is allod to be- eptive
Fbr layer no, 1,eide the upp~er huifapace, this
parameter is dizxy
CC:cVcciyeo compressoa waves i ns
If specified as 0.0, the layver or halfspaco ie a
v.C.Uum.:
ha ae nms nodrt be
Velocity ro
i$:]ý
c~
....
l
a.......~l t :Is e ' * d that: c <
.

.....

ACO(

w-mh0depth.
mt
onatio0.
of eompres4~a
.~
In dB/A.
If helaeris~ud,
C(
-0.4;
sSPecIKedas
then: an e- irCal ~w atetteuati~on is used.
AS:Attenuation y. of theam waves in dB/A. For tho
0 tweations to be physically mneaninful, it is
required that
<Y \.

-4

c1.
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.V. . . . ...
RCDensit!pi gc.
dum.If R1W> .0 the Kirch~icoff.aprna~z
C o
is used for the xcattexlni6osieý
Thuis
to'ittiia
er: than do4 th"
oubes and: lage. Crelto ...
gtba
ffsateig
Toinvoke the full non-Klrbj
maust be specified -equal to the ngat ve rma
roughness84 ie.R < 0
CLO:ý Correlation leugth ofr gougbe in xii. T
parameter i3s only :required ifxOniKrhil
sca~tteT*n has ben sletd e G<0
stnall

-
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BLOCK

V

-

SOMRQ-EDATA

ption L: SD NS DS AN IA F!)

Sytx

been

lbrmaas

D: oUrte depth: z: mn m. Vf option Lhsbe
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8.2. NUMIRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It must be assumed that the user is confident with the numerical problems involved
in running the reflection coefficient and transmission loss models SAFARI-FIPR and
SAFARI-FIP before trying to use the much more complicated pulse code. We will
therefore at this point concentrate on the numerical considerations particular to the
pulse code. For guidelines concerning the selection of environmental models, the
user is referred to the previous sections.
The first thing the user has to select is a proper source pulse, which can either be one
of the internal pulses or one created by the user and placed in a file that can be read
by SAFARI-FIPP. After selecting the centre frequeucy f,, the frequency bandwidth,
defined by the parameters F1 and F2, is chosen such that the amplitudc of the source
spectrum is small at the truncation points. This is easily done by inspection of the
frequency spectrum of the source pulse.
Next, the time sampling DT is selected. If chosen too large, the pulse plots will
become very 'pesky', but in most cases 10 sampling points per period at the centre
frequency f) will be sufficient, i.e. DT = 0.1/f,. The total time window T is of course
dependent on the total number of Lime samples NT, but it is usually convenient to
postpone the determination of this parameter until later.
Instead wc select at this point the parameters controlling the wavenumber sampling. The numerical considerations in this regard are identical to those described
for SAFARI-FIP, but the wide frequency band is a complicating factor. First an
appropriate slowness interval, defined by CHIN and CHAX, should be selected, which
is most conveniently done in the following way:
1. Select three characteristic frequencies, typically the centre frequency and one
at each end of the frequency intervai.
2. Determine the necessary wavenuxnber interval for each frequency as described
for SAFARI-FIP.
3. Now determine whether the wavenumber interval should be held constant
at all frequencies (default) or should vary such that the slowness interval is
constant (option B) and select values of CHIN and CHAX accordingly.
If only a certain spectral part (limited and frequency-independent beamwidth) is being cwmidered, then option B must be selected, but in this case the procedure above
is used to determine proper truncation points, and, &awas the case for SAFARI-FIP,
the truncation may have to be tapered by selecting proper values of ICI and IC2.
The number of wavenumber sampling points is a parameter which is even more
critical in the present case than for transmission loss calculations where an error of
a fraction of a dB is usually acceptable. This is due to the fact that not only the
amplitude but also the phase of each frequency component has to be accurate in order
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to yield a correct pulse -esponse. Although a convergence test could be performed
by using SAFARI-FIP at a few selected frequencies, it will uoually be necessary to
perform the convergence test on the full pulse problem. For the inexperienced user,
however, it is advisable to perform a convergence test for SAFARI-FIP at least at the
centre frequency to obtain reasonable initial estimates of the number of wavenumber
samples. It should be stressed that although the Filon integration scheme (option F)
is not default it is highly recommehided due to the increased accuracy and reduced
sampling requirements.
An initial convergence test for the wavenumber sampling is most conveniently done
together with the one necessary for determining the length of the time window,
T = NT * DT. This is done in the following way:
1. Select a narrow frequency window arout, I the centre frequency, typically F1 -

0.8f, and F2 = 1.2f,.
2. Choose CUED and NT such that the time window of length T is believed to contain all arrivals. As the frequency sampling interval is inversely proportional
to the length of the time window, Af = 1/T, NT should be chosen as small
as possible in order to limit the calculation time. CUED i6 most conveniently
taken to be the highest wave speed in the problem.
3. Select pulse type 4 which has the narrowest spectrum.
4. Run SAFAPI-FIPP to obtain pulse responses at all ranges.

5. If the pulse response at longer ranges become 'noisy', it indicates that the
wavenumber sampling is insufficient. Increase the sampling and re-run until
the 'noise' disappears. Remember that the very narrow frequency band will
yield considerable 'ringing' of the pulse, which should not be confused with
the undersampling noise. The amount of 'ringing' of the source pulse can
be checked by selecting option R, which produces a plot of the source pulse
filtered by the rectangular window aeterniined by F1 and F2.
6. When the result is stable, increase the time window by changing either NT or
DT. The true arrivals will be invariant to the change in time window, whereas
the arrivals which are wrapped around will change position. Repeat until the
wrap-around disappears.
7. The pulse type is now changed to the desired one and the frequency window is
extended accordingly, usually containing the entire main lobe of the spectrum.
The full response is then calculated. If high-frequency noise again appears at
the long ranges, the wavenumber sampling must be increased. On the other
hand it will only rarely be necessary to change the time window again.
8. As usual: When the result is stable, it is the final result.
It is clear that this convergence test procedure can become extremely time consum.
ing since the computation time is proportional to both the number of frequencies
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and the number of wavenumber samples. It is therefore important that the user selects reasonably low initial values, which again requires that he is already confident
with the wavenumber sampling concepts of the single frequency SAFARI-FIP module. Further, it is extremely important that the user has a substantial knowledge
of time/frequency analysis by means of FFTs in order to be able to properly select
the time/frequency parameters and to pinpoint and remove the different numerical
artifacts such as wrap-around and ringing.

s.3. SAFARI-FIPP EXAMPLES
The nse of SAFARI-FIPP for calculating the full time response will here be illustrated
by a few examples, all treating propagation in the sample environment used for the
SAFARI-FIPR and SAFARI-FIP test cases, i.e. a shallow water environment with 100 m
water depth and the layered bottom given in Table 4.
a 8.3.1. SAFARI-FIPP case 1: Dispersion curves

In this and the next example we use SAFARI-FIPP to model the propagation of
seismic interface waves along the ocean sea-bed. One of the numerical problems
particular to the pulse model is the determination of the necessary time window
in order to *vnid wrap-around. As described above, the starting time is easily
determined from the maximum wave speed in the problem. The length of the time
window, however, requires a little more skill to determine, in particular in cases
where very slow interface waves are present. However, SAFARI-FIPP has the option
of calculating group velocities of the interface wave, which is a very valuable tool in
this regard. In this first example we will therefore calculate the dispersion curves in
the frequency interval 1-12 Hz for the slowest fundamental interface mode associated
with the envirornment treated in SAFARI-FIP case 1. To do this, the data file given
in Table 18 is set up.
The resulting dispersion curves are shown in Fig. 20. The minimum group velocity
is observed to be 280 m/s. If the pulse response has to be calculated out to a range
of 2.5 km and no reduced time is applied, the length of the time window required in
order to avoid wrap-around is T = 10 s.
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Table 18
SAFARI-FIPP case 1 data file
Description

Data file
SAFAII-FIPP case
VG
3
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1500 0 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2
120 1800 600 0.1
95
100 100 1
300 1E8
260 1 250 0
612 1.0 12.0 .n1
1
0 12 20 2
200 600 12 100

I

0.5 1.8 0
0.2 2.0 0

0.6 0.5 0

title
options
centre frequency 3 Hz
number of layers
layer 1 (vacuum halfspace)
layer 2 (water column)
layer 3 (silt sediment)
layer 4 (sand sub-bottom)
source depth 95 m
receiver depth 100 in
phase velocity interval
wavenumber sampling parameters
frequency sampling parameters
number of modes
frequency axis parameters
velocity axis parameters

Notes

1
2

3
4
5
6

t It is indicated by option G that the dispersion characteristics of one or more modes

3
3

4
s

should be determined. Option V indicates that the depth-dependent Green's function
foi the vertical particle velocity is used for finding the peak corresponding to the
interface mode.
The centre frequency is specified asi 3 Hz, but this parameter has no influence on the
dispersion calculation.
The wavenumber interval is chosen so large that the fundamental interface mode is
known to be included at the maximum frequency of 12 Hz. Note that option B was
not specified. The wavenumber spectrum is therefore constant and equal to the one
determined by the maximum frequency.
The wavenumber sampling is not extremely critical for the Goption because a bisection
technique is used to iterate onto the correct position of the modal peak.
The frequency interval has been chosen as I to 12 Hs, and to obtain a frequency
sampling interval of Af = 0.2 Hz, the time sampling parameters have been adjusted
to yield a total time window of length T = 1/Af = 5 s. Since NIRAN = 0, no pulse
plots are generated, but we have in any case chosen At = 0.01 a, which is the sampling
required to nicely repxesent graphically a wave of frequency 12 Hb. The appropriate
number of time samples therefore follows as NT = 29 = 512.
In order to determise the width of the time window for the following pulse calculations,
only the group velo city of the fundamental interface mode is required.
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Fig. 20. SAFARI FIPP case 1: dispersion curves for the fundamental interface mode in a stratified sea-bed. The solid curve indicates the phase
velocity and the dashed curve the Lgroup velocity.
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8.3.2. SAFARI-FIPP case 2: Seismic interface wave propagation

In this example we calculate the time response of 5 vertical geophones on the ocean
bottom, spaced 500 m apart out to a range of 2.5 kin, using a source of type 2 with
a centre frequency of 5 Hz. The environment is exactly as in the previous example.
This is done by specifying the data file given in Table 19.
The resulting stacked plots of the time behaviour of the vertical al.d horizontal particle velocities are shown in Fig. 21a and b, respectively. Note that the amplitudes
have been multiplied by range before being plotted. The highly dispersive nature of
the slow seismic interface wave is characteristic for this type of propagation situation. Although not particularly evident in the present case, it is also characteristic
that the horizontal component shows a second interface mode more pronounced than
the vertical component. For a more detailed description of the behaviour of seismic
interface waves, reference is made to [16-18]. In Fig. 21b for the horizontal component, the first arrival is the lowest waterborne normal mode, which is only weakly
present on the vertical component. This arrival also contains a head wave arising
from the sub-bottom, but this wave is not easily isolated from the waterborne mode.
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Table 19
SAFARI-FIPP case 2 data file
Data file

Description

SIFARI-FIPP came 2
VTRS 2 F J
5 0
4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1600 0 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2 0.5 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
96
100 100 1
300 1R8
1024 1 960 0
2048 0.0 12.6 .006 0.5 0.6 5
0
0 10 20 2
0 3 16 0.5

title
options
centre frequency 5 Hz
number of layers
layer 1 (vacuum halfspace)
layer 2 (water column)
layer 3 (silt sediment)
layer 4 (sand sub-bottom)
source depth 95 m
receiver depth 100 m
phase velocity interval
wavenumber sampling parameters
frequency sampling parameters
re luction velocity
time axis for stacked plots
range axis for stacked plots

Notes

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Options V and H are specified in order to cal ;ulate both vertical and horizontal particle
velocities. Since option S has been selected, the time responses will be displayad in a
range-stacked format. A source pulse of type 2 has been selected. Option F invokes
the Filon integration schemv which requihes less sampling points than the default
trapezoidal-rule integration scheme. Finally, the J option is specified to move the
wavenumber integration contour out into the complex plane. This is not necessary
for the interface wave, which is itself highiy attenuated, but, as was demonstrated in
SAFARI-FIP case 1, normal modes will become important for frequencies above the
centre frequency of 5 Hz. Ther-fore a significantly larger number of sampling points
than the actual 1024 would be required at the higher frequencies in the band. Note
that option 0 was not rpecifled because the exponential decay of the wavenumbc.
integration kernel will be very slow at the low frequencies in cases where interface
waves are important.
2 The centre frequency is specified as 5 Hz. By inspection of Fig. 16b it is clear that
the sour'me pulse will contain significant energy up to a frequency of 12.5 Hs, which is
therefore selected as the upper limit for the calculations. The default contour offset is
applied by specifying COFF = 0.
3 As in case 1, a wide wavenumber spectrum is used in order to encompass all real angles
of propagation and all evanescent waves that are present.
4 The number of wavenumber samples selected is 1024, which translates into Ak r,..
0.64 < lir, i.e. sufficient also for the standard trapezoidal rule integration and therefore
more than enough for the selected Filon scheme. The last parameter IINC is set to 0
in order not to create any wavenumber integrand plots. By selecting IC2 as 950 the
tapering is invoked, to take care of possible discontinuities at the high wavenumber
truncation point.
1
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5 The frequency interval selected is 0 to 12.5 Hs, which L- an appropriate choice for
pulse type 2, see Fig. 21. The total Lime window is chosen a little larger than 10 s by
specifying DT = 0.006 and NT = 2048. The ranges where pulses are to be calculated are
determined by the asst 3 parameters. In the present case there are 5 receiver ranges
spaced 500 m apart in the interval 500 to 2500 m. Note that ranges are always given
in km.
6 Due to the short ranges involved, no time reduction is applied; therefore CRUD = 0.
7 The time axis on all generated plots is specified to contain a window of width 10 s,
stnrting at 0 s. The length of the time axis selected is 20 cm.
Since the receivers aze placed at ranges between 0.5 and 2.5 km, the range axis for the
stacked plots has been chosen to range from 0 to 3.0 km in order not to truncate tLe
first ind last trace.
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Fig. 21. Results for SAFARI-FIPP case 2: (a) stacked plot of vertical particle
velocity traces; (b) corresponding horizontal particle velocity traces.
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* 8.3.3. SAFARI-FIPP case 3: Normal mode propagation
In this last example the stacking in depth instead of range will be demonstrated by
calculating the field produced at a vertical array of hydrophones for a source at 50 m,
depth and with range offsets of 5 and 10 km. The environment is the same as treated
in examples SAFARI-FIP 2 and 3, and the source is assumed to be of type 4 with a
ýentre frequency of 30 Hs. Only the discrete part of the wavenumber spectrum wil
be included in order to demonstrate how the truncation of the integration interval
is introduced in the pulse calculations. The data file is given in Table 20.
The resulting stacked plots are shown in Fig. 22. Note the two arrivals corresponding
to the two normal modes. As expected, the first arrival is the first mode with its
largest amplitude at approximately 60 m depth. The second mode arrives 0.2 to 0.3 s
later, and it has a low anplitude at 60 rm depth. By comparing the results for the
two different ranges, the characteristic dispersion of the modes is evident.
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Table 20
SAFARI-FIPP car. 3 data file
Data file

Descrit tion

SlFARI-FIPP came 3
ND 4 1 F 3
30 0
6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1600 -1480 0 0 1 0
30 1480 -1490 0 0 1 0
100 1600 400 0.2 0.5 1.8 0
120 1800 600 0.1 0.2 2.0 0
50
90 10 9
1460 1700
660 60 600 0
1024 15 75 0.0012 6 5 2
1600
0 1 20 0.2
100 0 15 20

title
options
centre frequency 30 Hs
number of layers
layer I (vacuum halfspace)
layer 2 (water layer)
layer 3 (water layer)
layer 4 (silt sediment)
layer 5 (sand sub-bottom)
source depth 50 m
receiver depths 10 to 90 m
phase velocities CHIN and CNli
wavenumber sampling parameters
frequency sampling parameters
reduction velocity
time axis for stacked plots
depth axis for stacked plots

Notes

2
3
3
4
5
6
7

1 Option N indicates that the normal stress, equal to the negative value of the acoustic
pressure, should be calculated. The depth stacking is invoked by specifying option
D, and the wavenumber contour offset, option J, is again applied. Option F selects
the Filon integration scheme, and finally option B indicates that the phase velocity
interval (or slowness interval) should be held constant at all frequencies in contrast to
the former example, where the wavenumber interval was he.d constant. The 3 option
is essential when the calculations involve only a limited beamwidth.
3 There are 9 receivers in the vertical array, with the lowermost receiver at 90 m d,
and the uppermost at 10 m depth. The deepest receiver has been specified first, since
the amplitude scaling is controlled by the first receiver depth, and the amplitude is
expected to be larger at the bottom than at the presure-ralease surface.
s As in ezan, '- "AFAkI-FIP case 3, the wavenumber interval has been selected to
Include on'-propagating normal modes, and the tapering i applied by properly
specifying M1 and IC2. No integrand plots have been requested (IINC = 0), although
this feature is often applied to check the wavenumber truncation.
4 As can be observed from Fig. 18b, the selected frequency interval 15 to 75 Hx will
include the whole main lobe of the source frequency spectrum. The time sampling
parameters have been chosen to yield a total time window of 1.2 s, which turns out to
be sufficient for the ranges selected. As above, a dispersion calculation for the normal
modes (2 at the centre frequency) could have been performed in advance.
£ Since the fast-bottom head wave has been excluded from the wavenumber integration
interval, no arrivals f"#*- '".n the water velocity (1500 m/9) are expected. Therefore
this velo,F-*- •
en as reduction velocity.
The time &..d covers , e first I s of the selected time window.
SThe depth axis for the stacked plots covers the whole water column, leaving enough
space for both the first and the last trace.
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Appendix A
Installing and running SAFARI on the FPS164
SAFARI is installed at SACLANTCEN on both the VAX 8600 cluster and the FPS164
Attached Processor. The installation on the VAX proceeds exactly as described in
Sect. 5. For the FPS164 the simulation of the FPS library functions should of course
not be used. Further, the most critical subroutines have been written in APAL64
assembler and a special set of subroutines is available for doing asynchronous I/O
to all scratch files. This last feature requires the FPS 164 to be equipped with a D64
disk subsystem and to run under the Single Job Executive (SJE) operating system.
The FPS154 version is compiled and linked by means of the following command file:
COMFPS.COM
$ SET DEF US5:[SCHKI.ANIS]

$
S !

SUBROUTINES

$ APFTN64/XOFFsALL/OPT=2 FIPASJE30
$
$
2
$
$

APFTN64/IOFFmALL/OPT"2 FIPSSJE30
APFTN64/IOFF=ALL/OPT*2 FIPPSJE30
APFTN64/XOFF=ALL/OPT.2 FIPUSJE30
APFTN64/IOFFuALL/OPTz2 FIPTSJE30
APFTN64/XOFFnALL/OPTu2 FIPRS3E30

$S
S ! ASSEMBLER SUBROUTINES
$,
$ APAL64 APCBGE5
$ APAL64 CTIOVI
$ APAL64 CVINOV
$ !
$ !

SUBROUTINES FOR ASYNCHRONOUS I/O

$ APFTN64/IOFFxALL/OPTu2 AS104

$1
$ !

CIRATE LIBRAIY

$:
$ APLIBR64/OUTuSAFLIB/XNu(FIPPSJE30,FIPSSJE30 ,FIPUS930E,30, lFIPAS3E30,APCBGES ,CVNOVI,CVINOV , SI04)
•FIPTSJE30,FIPRS
$ !

RAIN PROGRANS
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$
$
$
$
$
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APFTNO4/ZOFF=ALL SJEFIPP30
APLINK64 SJEFIPP30,SAFLIB.IOL
APFTN64/XOFFzALL SJEFIP30
APLINK64 SJEFIP30,SAFLIB.AOL
APFTN64/XOFF-ALL SJEFIPR30
APLINK64 SJEFIPR30,SAFLIB.AOL

$ !
$ !
$ !

CREATE AND SUBMIT COMMAND FILE FOR COPYING
IMAGES INTO FPS164/SJE FILES, HEUE UNDER
ACCOUNT :SCHMI

$ OPEN/WRITE CON COP.CON
WRITE CON "$ SET DEF US5:[SCHNI.ANISJ"
WVRITE CON "S SJE"
WRITE CON "ATT/W"
$ WRITE CON "Ac" :SerqNI"
$ WRITE CON "COPTIN/BI SJEFIP30.ING,SJEFIP30"
* WRITE CON "COPYIN/BI SJEFIPP30.Ihg,SJEFIPP30"
$ WRITE CON "CnP.IN/BI SJEFIPR3O.I'IG,SJEFIPR30"
$ WRITE CO: "DE:"
$ WRITE CON "QUIT"

$ CLOSE CON
$ FPSQUE COP

Also, a special command file is required for running SAFARI on the FPS164, e.g. for
the transmission loss program SAFARI-FIP:
FIP.COM
$ SET DEF USS:[SCHMI.ANIS]
$ OPEN/WIITE CON SAFARIFIP.COM

$ WRITE CON "$ SJE"
$ WRITE CON "ATTACH/W 1"
$ WRITE CON "COPYIN ''P1'.DAT,FTN00"
$ WRITE CON ":SCHMI:SJEFIP30"
$ WRITE CON "COPTOUT FTNO19,''PI'.PLP"
$ WRITE CON "COPTOUT FTN020,''PI'.PLT"
S WRITE CON "COPTOUT FTN028,''P1'.CDR"
$ WLITE CON "COPYOUT FTN029,'1'PI'.BDR* WRITE CON "DETACH"
$ WRITE CON "QUIT"
$ CLOSE CON
$ SAFiRIFIP
$ ISSIGN/USER

'PI'.PLP FORO19

$ ASSIGN/USER

'PI'.PLT FOR020
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S ASSIQMIUSER SYSSCOXNAND: SYS$INPUT
$ RUN USE: SCHNI.VAMPIPFIPPLOT
$ ASS/USSR, 'P1'.CDR, F01055
* 33/USER 'Pl'.BDR FOR017
!~ASS/USER, SYS*CONNAND: SYSSINPUT
*LUN USS: (SCHNI.FIPCONJCONTUR.EXE

The two other mod-iles are rum by means of similar command files.
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Appendix B
Running FIPPLOT
When SAFARI is run by using the command files given in Sect. 5 and Appendix A,
the plot program FIPPLOT is automatically executed to obtain the graphical output.
The plot data are transferred through two files. The file with extension PLP contains
plot parameters such as axis lengths, titles, labels etc, whereas the other file, with
extension PIT, contains the actual data values to be plotted. Both files are formatted
ASCII files, and it is therefore possible to change the layout of the plots by editing
the PIP file and then execute FIPPLOT independently. Further, FIPPLOT has such
a general setup that it is easily intertaced to any other numerical code requiring
graphical output. We will therefore describe here the structure of the PLP file in
detail.
As a characteristic example, the PLP file generating the plot shown in Fig. 11a is as
follows:
u1024
uFlPPuuSTLDAV , CPI, ITA

modulo

uDEPTH AVlAGED LOSS
uSAFAII-FIP case 3.
u2
,Preq:

number of labels
30.0 Hz$

,,SD: 60.0 a$
uj20. 000000LEN
u12.000000
u0
u0.000000

YLEN
grid type
ILEFT

u6.00000

ZIIGHT

U1 . 0 0 0 0 0

ZINC

UIL.00000
ulenge (ka)$
uLIN

XDIV

,,80.0000
u20.O0000ToUP
u10. 0000
U1. 00000

YDOWN
YINC
Y1IV

uNormal stress (dB//ilPa)$
uLIN
ul

NC

u112
uO. 044967

N
NIIN

uO.4 4 9 6 6 7 -001

DI

-
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u0 . 000000
u0.00000o

-
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YIN
DY

uFIPuuuPLI END

Notice especially the initial space (denoted by u) which is necessary for FIPPLOT to
correctly read the file. The PLP file wiU al1rays start with a block size modulo, with
which the corresponding uata hile was written. Th;'s parameter is a leftover from
the versions using binary data files, but for the present version of FIPPLOT this
parameter is dummy. The file ends with the PLTEND flag signalling the end-of-file.
Between these two records tn.! blccks of actual plot parameters are specified, in
the present case for a single plot only. Any number of blocks could, however, be
included, each generating one plot.
The plot parameter block starts with a rcý":rd specifying a 12-character plot identification (FIPPuuSTLDAV) followed by a series of 3-character options separated by
commas. The files generated by the SAFARI modules will in general not have any
options specified, but these are in.portant tocis for generating final plots. The following options are currently available:
DUP: The duplex character gneratoz wW bihused in stead of the default simplex.
CPX: The complex character generator is selected. This is the option chosen for
all plots in tiis ieport.
ITA: The italic character generator is used.
IIA: Integer format will be umed for pl,,tting the z-axis tick mark numbers instead
of the default decimal format.
IYA: Integer format will be used for plc- ting the y-axis tick mark numbers instead
of the default decimal format.
D3D: If the plot contains more than one curve (.C > 1), then the first curve will
be plotted with a solid line, the second with a dashed line and the third
with a dotted line. If more than three curves are plotted, this sequence will
be repeated. To generate the dispersion plot in Fig. 20 the DSD option was
applied.
MRK: A marker will be plotted for ea-h 10th data point on the curves. In the case
of more curves, different markers will be used for each.
COL: This option will plot individual curves in different colours, using the repeatable sequence: red-green-blue-cyan-magenta-yelow.
SCA: The default character size has been selected to yield a reasonable 'balance'
of the plot when the length of the z-axis is 20 cm. This option will scale
the character size accordingly for larger or smaller sizes. This is particularly
important when preparing illustrations for reports and journal papers, where
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a uniform character size is desirable, independent of the size of the original
plots.
RES: When this option is selected, FIPPLOT will request a scaling factor (1.0

=

no scaling) which will be applied to all curves in the plot, but noi to the axis
values. This option is particularly useful for the range and depth-stacked
time series produced by SAFARI-FIPP.
TCT: This option is used in connection with the stacked time series plots in order
to truncate the amplitude of each trace at a value corresponding to half the
distance between traces. Used in particular to avoid overlap of curves when
rescaling with a large factor (option ILES).
NOP: With this option both the parameters from the PLP file and the data from
the PLT file are read but no plot is produced. It is therefore used for timesaving when only selected plots are required.
The next record specifies the main title of the plot, followed by a record containing
the title specified in the SAFARI data file for the actual run. This title will be plotted
just above the plot frame.
Then follows a sub-block containing the labels to be plotted in the upper right corner
of the plot frame. The number of labels (_Ž 0) is given first, followed by the label
texts, each of which should be on separate lines and terminated by a
The parameters XLEN and YLEN specify the length in cm of the z- and y-axis, respectively. The parameter labelled 'grid type' indicates whether a grid should be
plotted. A value of 1 will produce a dotted grid as in Fig. 20.
The next 6 records contain the parameters for the r-axis of the plot. XLEFT and
IRIGHT are the data values at the left and right borders of the plot frame, respectively, whereas ZINC is the distance in the same units between the tick marks. IDIV
is a multiplication factor which will be applied to both the axis parameters and the
data values. After IDIV the z-axis label is specified, terminated by a $, and finally
LII indicates that the x-axis should be linear. Another possibility is a logarithmic
axis, which has not yet been implemented, however. The parameters for the y-axis
are given in the same way in the next 6 records.
The parameter NC specifies the number of curves to be plotted. For each curve
a sub-block of 5 records has to be specified. The first parameter N indicates the
number of points in the curve. If N is negative, no curve will be plotted; instead a
marker will be plotted at the position of each data point. The parameter IMIN is the
z-coordinate (range) of the first data point, whereas DX is the equidistant spacing.
If DI had been specified as 0, then the N z-coordinates of the data points would be
read from the PLT file. In that case IMIN would be interpreted as an 2-offset to be
applied to the curve. The same rules apply to YHIN and DY. In the actual case the
y-values (transmission losses) will therefore be read from the PLT file, and no y-offset
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will be applied. The offsets are only used for the stacked time series plots, where
it is important to be able to rescale (see option RES above) the amplitudes without
changing the trace offset. If both DI and DY are specified as 0, then FIPPLOT will
first read all N z-values and then all y-values. As an example of this, reference is
made to the PLP Mfie for generating the sound-speed profile plot inserted in Fig. 10a.
When the PLP file has been edited, FIPPLOT is executed with the following command file:
$ ISS/USER 'P1'.PLP FOR019
S ISS/USER 'PI'.PLT FOl020
$ ISS/USER SYS$COMNIND: SYSSINPUT
$ RUN FII'PLOT

All plots presented in this report have been edited, and they therefore do not appear
exactly as those produced automatically.
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Appendix C
Running CONTUR
As was the case for FIPPLOT, the command files given in Sect. 5 and Appendix A will
automatically execute the contour plotting program CONTUR. The plot parameters
are transferred from SAFARI into th,! file with extension CDR, whereas the actual
contour data are placed in the file with extension BDR. The data file is allowed to
be in both ASCII or binary format, but as SAFARI is run both on the VAX and the
FPS164 at SACLANTCEN, it has been most convenient to use the ASCII format.
The CDR file can be edited to change the layout of the contour plot. As a typical
example, the CDR file used to create the contour plot of Fig. 14b is shown below:
CONDI,FIP,FNT,CPI,UNI,TEK
SAFAII-FIP case 6.
SAFFIPS.BDI; 1

lange (a)
0.0000
299.8536
0.0000
300.0000
16.0000
60.0000

MTIN
RNAX
ILEFT

IRIGHT
ISCALE
IINC

Depth (a)
60.0000
126.0000
6.2600
26.0000
141.0000
51.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.0000
50.0000
125.0000
50.0000
141.0000
51.0000
1000.0000
0.0000

YUP
YDOWN
TSCALE
YINC
data points along z-axis
data points along y-axis
DIVI
DIVY
FLAGRC
IDUP
RDLO
source depth (m)
grid points along z-axis
grid points along i-axis
frequency (Hz)
dummy

5.0000

CIy

6.0000

nING

21.0000

ZMIN

-
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64.0000
3.0000

ZNAX
ZINC

2.0000
0.0000
2.0000

z-origin of plot in inches
dummy
y-origin of plot in inches

0.0000
0.1000
0.1400
-3.0000

NSN
HGTPT
HGTC
LABPT
NDIV
NARC
LABC
LWGT

1.0000
5.0000
-10000
-1.0000

The first record specifies one 5-character option (CONDR) followed by a series of 3letter options. The CONDR aption indicates that the actual contour plot is of the
depth-range type and CONTUR will interpret the parameters accordingly. This
option should therefore never be changed. The first 3-letter option (FIP) is purely
for identification and has no further effect. The FMT option indicates that the BDR
data file is ASCII formatted (BIN for binary format). These first 3 options should
always be present in the specified order, but the options following are optional and
can be given in any order. The implemented options are as follows:
DUP: The duplex character generator will be used for DISSPLA plots (MINDIS at
SACLANTCEN) instead of the default simplex.
CPI: The complex character generator is selected.
ITA: The italic character generator will be used.
UNI: The UNIRAS plot package will be used to generate a colour or grey-tone
contour plot. DISSPLA (MINDIS at SACLANTCEN) is the default plot
package.
VMT: The raster plot will be produced on a VT240 terminal. This only has effect
if option UNI is specified.
G41: The raster plot will be produced on a Tektronix 4105 terminal. This only
has effect if option UNI is specified.
TEK: The raster plot will be produced on a Tektronix 4691 ink jet plotter. Thii
only has effect if option UNI is specified.
PRI: The raster plot will be produced on a Printronix printer. This only has
effect if option UNI is specified.
COL: If the option UNI has been selected, a colour raster plot using sa in-built
colour scale will be generated. By default a grey-tone scale is applied.
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VUG: If option UNI is selected, a viewgraph will be produced on a Tektronix 4691
or 4692 ink jet plotter.
ROT: The UNIRAS plot will be rotated 900. Mainly used for generating viewgraphs
of plots with the z-axis being larger than the y-axis.
After the option record there is a record containing the title of the plot and a record
containing the name of the file containing the data, i.e. the BDR file. Except for
2 records containing the z-axis and y-axis labels, the rest of the records contain
numerical parameters, all supplied with a descriptive label. In general only - few of
these parameters should be changed. The most important ones are described below.
The lengths of the z- and y-axes are controlled by the parameters XSCALE and
YSCALE, respectively. CONTUR requires these parameters to be specified in coordinate units per cm. ZMIN and ZMAX specify the limits of the contouring interval,
whereas ZINC is the contour increment. If UNIRAS is selected, areas with small data
values will be coloured with magenta (black in the grey-tone mode). The colour scale
then moves through different red tones into blue (white in the grey-tone mode). If,
however, ZMIN > ZNAI, then the colour scale will be inverted by CONTUR. If the
default DISSPLA package is selected, only contour lines with identifying numbers
are plotted. In the present case, removal of the UNI option leads to the contour plot
shown in Fig. 14a.
The last important parameter is NSM, which controls the amount of smoothing applied to the calculated contours. This parameter can be set to any value between
0 and 10, with 0 corresponding tu no smoothing. It is obvious that this parameter
should be used with extreme care.
After editing the CDR file, CONTUR may be executed by means of the following
command file:
S ISS/USER 'Pl'.CDi FO1OS5
S ASS/USER 'P1'.BDI FO1017
$ ISS/USER SYS$CONMIND: STSSINPUT
RU USS: [SCHNIM.FPCON]CONTUR
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